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—News In Brief
Commandos storm hijacked jet;
as many as 50 passengers killed
VALLETTA, Malta (AP) — Terrorists cornered by commandos who stormed a hijacked Egyptian jet lobbed grenades inside
the cabin, and as many as 50 trapped passengers died in fiery explosions and ganfire, Maltese authorities said today.
crovernment spokesman Paul Mifsud, who said the victims
died by "bullet or fire," said about 25 to 30 survivors were taken
off the Boeing 737 after Sunday night's raid by Egyptian soldiers
on the jet, parked on a darkened runway.
One of the three American passengers was killed by the hijackers and the other two wounded and thrown from the Egyptair
plane before the assault, said U.S. Embassy deputy chief Joel
Levy.
Levy said initial reports indicated all of the hijackers, said to
number at least four, were killed. The jetliner's pilot said all
eight children aboard also died.
Mifsud said the hijackers threw the grenades when they realized they were being attacked, and that the victims "were trapped
inside,and couldn't get out." He said the plane's interior was
destroyed by the flames.
Malta's state-run television said about 80 people were on the
jetliner when the commandos attacked. Maltese radio said 28
people were taken to hospitals.
The plane was hijacked Saturday night while on a flight from
Athens, Greefe, to Cairo, Egypt, and forced to land on Malta, a
Mediterranean island. In radio conversations, one of the sky
pirates said they were members of the group "Egypt's
Revolutionaries."
Egyptian aviation authorities said "Egypt's Revolutionaries"
is an extremist group opposed to Egypt's 1979 peace pact with
Israel.
Before the commando raid, seven other passengers had been
reported killed and tossed off the jet during the 22-hour hijacking.
Mifsud said one passenger had been confirmed killed.
He quoted the pilot, Capt. Hani Galal, as saying the hijack
leader, who never identified himself, was "a madman" who sang
and danced each time he shot a hostage and tossed the body from
the plane onto the ground.
The pilot, his head bandaged and his uniform bloodstained, told
:a news, conference about three hours after the raid that the
ringleader had singled out Americans and Israelis "for
execution."
Galal said that when the commando assault began, the leader
of the hijacking, who had been guarding him, tossed a grenade into the cabin from the cockpit.
The hijacker then spun around and shot at the pilot. But Galal,
whose skull was grazed by the shot, grabbed a fire ax and struck
his attacker, killing him, the government said.
Mifsud said there were four or five hijackers, possibly four
Palestinians and one Syrian. Most of the 97 people aboard the
plane were Egyptian or Greek. The only demand ever announced
was for refueling of the jetliner, parked in a remote area of Luqa
airport. After a passenger had been killed, the Maltese government refused to give in to the demand, Mifsud said.

Elsewhere...
M.
. the ANwtriated Pre•ok

FRANKFURT, West Germany — Leftist terrorists are blamed
for detonating the car bomb at a crowded U.S. military shopping
complex that injured 35 people, most of them Americans.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration is analyzing a
far-reaching tax bill produced by the House Ways and Means
Committee to determine if the president can provide the endorsement congressional leaders say is necessary to keep the taxoverhaul drive alive.
WASHINGTON — Pakistan is on the threshold of having
atomic weapons and there is evidence that India may respond by
building its own nuclear arsenal, according to a study released
today.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration is taking a wary
look at the new farm policy carved out this weekend by the
Senate, one that gives them major policy victories, but at costs
that threaten to make this year's record spending an annual
event.
BRUSSELS', Belgium — Although parents have demonstrated
fears that their children could be infected with AIDS by
classmates with the disease, researchers now have convincing
evidence that such transmissVn of the disease does not occur.
MINNEAPOLIS — Twin Cities hospitals are advertising "loving arms" or the chance to "design your own private miracle" in
a battle for patients that may signal the future of the U.S.
medical system. Two forces are at work: America's highest percapita enrollment in health maintenance organizations and the
hospitals usually have half their beds empty.
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Tobacco markets open; trading heavy
Growers could expect good
news and bad news for today's
opening of tobacco markets in
the eight-state burley belt.
On the good side, this year's
highly rated crop was expected
to attract bids sizeably above
the average price upport level,
which was cut this year. That
reduction could spur cigarette
companies to buy more
domestic leaf and stem the tide
of tobacco into the surplus pool.
The negative effect, however,
is less money in growers'
pockets and the ripple effect
that could have on the local
economy in many cities.

The season's crop is estimated
at slightly more than 604 million
pounds, with about 400 million of
that grown in Kentucky by
150,000 burley farmers.
At last year's prices, the Kentucky crop would be worth more
than $700 million. But because of
a 30-cent per-pound reduction in
the average support price. Kentucky's crop is expected .to be
worth between $600 million and
$650 million. The value of the entire crop is estimated at $966.4
million.
Coming out of those totals will
be a 4-cent-a-pound fee charged
by the government to help cover

the cost of processing and storing surplus leaf, which has
grown to more than 525 million
pounds in the past three seasons.
Farmers have mixed feelings
about the anticipated lower
prices.
The legislation through which
Congress lowered the average
support price from $1.79 per
pound to $1.49 per pound was
aimed at stemming the flow of
surplus leaf to warehouses. Industry leaders hope as much as
90 percent of the 1985 crop will
be sold, with just 10 percent
heading into the swollen surplus
pools.

The first day of air-cured
(type 35) burley tobacco sales in
Murray are scheduled for Tuesday. Nov 26.
"We have one of our better
crops. But when you lake 30
cents a pound off any commodity, you can't expect the seller to
be happy, especially when his
expenses continue to rise;" said
Bernie Milam, agricultural extension agent in Bourbon
County.
One sharecropper. 37-year-old
Roger O'Nan of Henry County,
said the 1985 burley crop would
•...

(Cont'd on page 2)

Cooperative
training for
Kentucky's
teachers
approved
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The boards that govern the
state's schools and universities
can cooperate to improve the
system by which Kentucky
trains and certifies its teachers,
members said Friday.
Btit meaningful change will
not be accomplished in a single
legislative session and probably
not in a single governor's administration, the two sides
agreed.
That consensus emerged from
a three-hour meeting between
ad hoc committees of the State
Board of Education and the
Council on Higher Education.
The committees were appointed
to reconcile conflicting views of
a consultant's study that recommends some major changes in
Kentucky's teacher 'education
and certification process.
"This is too serious an issue to
be dealt with through some
quick carpentry," said council
member Al Smith of London,
who co-chaired Friday's
meeting with longtime state
board member Henry Pogue of
Fort Thomas.
The perceived crisis in
teacher training and certification "is not something we got into in a short time and it's not
something we'll get out of in a
short time," said Smith.
The study by MGT of America
Inc. has been described as containing "something to offend
everyone" in education. But the
strongest criticism has come
from the state board and the
agency that supplies its staff,
the Department of Education.
They have said several times
that too many of MGT's findings
are unsupported by the kind of
proof the state board would need
in arguing for changes in the
system.
But some have viewed the
criticism as an effort by the
state board to guard its
authority.
Council member Peggy

Mayor Ellis, Miller
honored by Murray
Housing Authority
The Murray Housing Authority presented special awards
to two of its outstanding
members during a recognition banquet held in Murray
Friday night. Pictured above,
Irma La Follette presents a
special plaque to Mayor
Holmes Ellis, while his wife
looks on at left. At right,
Mayor Ellis serves double duty as a presenter of an award,
reading the inscription on the
plaque to recipient L.D.
Miller, while La Follette
listens to the presentation.
Both plaques were presented
on behalf of the housing
authority in appreciation of
service to the organization by
Mayor Ellis and Miller, according to Housing Authority
Director Mary Beth Warren.

photos h, kestn Bowden

((Word on page 2)

Murray schools receive state grant
Mild tonight with a 70 percent chance of light rain. Low
in the lower 50s. South wind
around 10 mph.
Partly cloudy and warm
Tuesday with a 30 percent
chance of showers. High in
the mid 60s. South wind 10" to
15-mph.
Cloudy with a chance of
rain Thanksgiving day. High
in the 50s

LAKE LEVELS
. 354.3
Kentucky hake
354 4
Barkley Lake

9
The Murray Independent
School District has received a
$15,000 award for computer
equipment and material from
the Kentucky Department of
EdUcation to implement the
"Writing to Read" program
developed by IBM Corporation
into the elementary classrooms.
The Murray Schools are one of
ilight districts in Kentucky
selected' to 'participate in the
program.
The award carries with it nine
.IBM PC_ 4r.: _Computers. six
printers, the appropriate soft'

ware, and additional instructional materials. In return. the
school district will supply an in
schoolcomputer "learning
center:* some additional
materials, and the services of a
full-time instructional -aide
Murray Elementary School
will also become a "demonstration site" for We Department of
Education, which includes
allowing visitors to view the
cerfter in operitioirt
According _to_Dorakt,(n.1—aniotv
instructional supervisor for the

Murray Schools, the program
be reserved for
kindergarten students and
students in Chapter 1 treading
— a "catch-up program" for
children with reading
difficulties.
Lanier,described "Writing to
Reaeis )'a computer-based introduction to writing and
reading. The students have fun
with pictures and games while
they learn letters and'Minds
with a computer that talks "
144/r meet that tnriepenrient
evaluatiOn of the IBM program

by the Educational Testing Serv,ice suggested children involved
the program "learn to read
ore quickly" and
"demonstrate a significant advantage over comparison
kindergarten students in
'reading ability."
Children who participate in
the program will Visit the computer learning center for 45
minutes each day._
The "Writing to Read" program wtII- --begin In the lase=rrr
school year.
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Circuit clerks attend convention
Calloway Circuit Clerk Ann P.
Wilson and Deputy Clerks Debbie Dodd, Julie Smith. Charlotte
Wilson. Inez Butterworth and
Polly Hohman attended the Fall
Circuit Clerk's Conference in
Owensboro, November 13-15.
Conferences for the state's 120
circuit clerks are held twice annually as part of efforts by the

Administrative Office of the
Courts to provide continuing
professional education for court
personnel.
The fall program agenda
opened with a session on "Dealing With Angry People" conducted by Dr. Margaret Verble
of Verble. Worth & Verble, a
Lexington based instructional

consulting firm. In dealing with
the public on a daily basis, circuit clerks are octasionally confronted by angry, hostile, confused, or frustrated citizens. Dr.
Verble offered practical techniques to help clerks tactfully yet
effectively respond to and assist
people in anger producing
situations

OwenalSoro attorney Morton J.
Holbrook, Jr. addressed the Circuit clerks and deputy clerks in
attendance on -The Judici.1 Article — Where It Began and
Where It is Now on Its Tenth Anniversary." The Judicial Article
of the Kentucky Constitution
was approved by the voters in
November 1975 and provided for
a unified court system.
An update on domestic
violence legislation and filing
procedures was provided by
Travis Fritsch, administrative
assistant in Faniily Violence •
Murray-Calloway County Vocational School Practical Nursing
Prevention Services, Office of
students Janke Steffy (middle) and Debbie Beckwith (right),
the
Governor.
The Calloway County High
past weekend at the Bullitt Centournament, hosted annually by
learn from former graduate Margaret Scarbrough, LPN.
Other matters presented durSchool Speech Team won first
tral Invitational Speech Tournathe Bullitt County Central High ing the Conference involved
place sweepstakes honors this
ment, in Shepherdsville. The
School. is the largest invita- review and update of functional
tional tournament in Kentucky. operations related to driver exOf the schools from Kentucky, amining and licensing, as well
on which those recommendaIndiana, and Ohio competing, as accounting and record
tions are based, he said. "We
Calloway took first sweepstakes keeping.
need more authoritative inforaward honors with 457 points,
The Conference agenda was
mation than just opinion."
with Montgomery County taking planned by the Circuit Clerk's
(Cont'd from page I)
,
second place with 379 points and Education Committee and conW.K. Boutwell, president of
Bertelsman said she was "quite
North Hardin High School plac- ducted by Administrative Office
the Tallahassee, Fla., consulting
concerned" at one point in Fried third with 229 points.
of the Courts Education and
day's meeting "because it firm, said he considered these to
Team members who won in- Field Services Units.
seems there is an overemphasis be among the most important
dividual honors were as follows:
recommendations in the twoon who will rule over which part
Original Oratory — Kelli
of the domain" and MGT's con- inch-thick final draft of MGT's
Burkeen and Jody Lassiter placreport:
cepts are being lost in the
ed first and second,
shuffle.
— Scrapping the requirement
respectively;
Both panels should be con- of a master's
degree for cerExtemporaneous Speaking —
cerned with "just simply how to tification purposes,
but retainTim Weatherford and Tim Black
produce the best teachers." she ing salary increases
foi•
placed first and second,
said. ''I hope we could keep the teachers who earn one.
respectively;
arguing between the two forces
MGT urged more emphasis on
Dramatic Interpretation —
to a minimum."
continuing education for
Jason Woods placed second;
"We don't need to get hung up teachers, with flexibility
Mrs. Lovie Pritchett, patient at Murray-Calloway County
for
Humorous Interpretation —
on whose turf gets protected," local school
Hospital, is the center of attention from (left to right) students
administrators to
Natalie
McDougal and Wendy
agreed the state board's chair- determine
Patricia Knight and Judy Garner and Licensed Practical Nurses
the kind of
Parker placed first and second,
man, James Ratcliffe. "Some continuing-education
N'ernita Duffy and Ronnie Pool, both former graduates of
The Kentucky Railroad Comprogram
respectively;
things we may never agree on, that would meet their
Murray-Calloway County Vocational School's excellent Practical
mission
will
issue
new
needs.
Poetry — Jody Price placed
ut I think we can work
Nursing program.
guidelines effective Jan. 15, 1986
third;
Boutwell said the master's re;ether."
regarding
the
transportatio
n
of
Prose — Jody Price placed
• Pogue said most of MGT's quirement has become a "surany form of "Hazardous Waste
second;
recommendations are "accep- rogate" for continuing educaMaterials" by rail in the state of
Lincoln-Douglas Debate —
table" to the state board. tion, with 75 percent of KenKentucky. Currently there is abMatt
Yuill
and
Tonia Erkman
tucky's teachers exempt frorn.
"However,there's a lack of hard
placed first and second, solutely no regulation of
evidence to back the findings" further training requirement4
chemical and hazardous wake
respectively;
because they hold master's
materials being shipped by rail.
Of the 33 entries, 21 qualified
degrees and lifetime'
through the Commonwealth.
for
the
final
certificates.
round of competiThe new guidelines which are
tion. Finalists who did not
— Simplifying the certificathe first of their kind in this state
receive individual awards were:
tion process by trimming the
will require all carriers of
Scottie Rice, Suzanne Coleman,
number of certification
hazardous materials shipped by
Two Hopkinsville residents
Denise Walker, Lisa Cleaver,
By Marilyn Willis
•
employed in the Long Term
categories.
rail to file notice of shipment.
were involved in an accident in
Stephen Lovett, Mark P'Pool,
Ronnie Pool. LPN, believes
Care Unit at the Murray.
Greater
—
use
student
of
point
of
entry
and
exit,
along
Land Between the Lakes Saiday
Patrick Orr, Debbie Mott, Gina
there is a very important place
Calloway County Hospital since
scores on standardized tests,
with
a
detailed
route
of
travel.
afternoon.
Harris, Vena Crum, and John
for the practical nurse in helping
that time. Her daughter, Glenda
such as the National Teacher
The guidelines also will require
Marie Scaroboro who was on a
Bray.
patients along to a faster
Gallimore, is now a student in
Examination, to evaluate the efcertification
of
container
and
a
four -wheeler and Mike
The Laker Speech Team will
recovery. Margaret Scarbrough
the program.
fectiveness of universities'
certification that the area
Burkhead who was on a motorbe delivering the November
chose
her profession as a LicensRonnie Pool, a 1974 graduate
teacher-education programs.
traveled
has
been
maintained,'
cycle collided head on, accor(Thanksgiving) citrus fruit
ed Practical Nurse because "it
of
the program, has been
controversi
another
In
al
inspected
and
repaired
within is stable
ding to TVA Security reports.
orders until Wednesday,
employment that I can
employed at the Murrayrecommendation, MGT said the
the
previous
thirty
days.
Each
The accident occured on road
November 27. Orders for the
depend on to make a living while
Calloway County Hospital for 13
state board should not consider
railroad carrier must specify
167 in Land Between the Lakes.
December delivery are still behelping people and doing
years. He prefers being a pracuniversity's
a
request for apthe
type
of
material
being
haulBoth were taken by -aming taken through December 4,
something useful."
tical nurse because he finds it
proval
of
a
new
teachered
and
give
detailed
analysis
of
bulance to Jennie Stuart.
while delivery will be on
Both Pool and Scarbrough are
Very rewarding to work with paeducation program until the
the type of unit container in
Memorial Hospital in
December 16. Anyone interested
graduates of the Practical Nurstients and their families in
council
given
has
approval.
its
which
it
is
being
carried.
Hopkinsville.
should call 753-9459 or 753-8141.
ing class offered each year at
direct care rather than'dealing
The Railroad Commission is
the Murray Vocational School,
with paperwork and managerequesting that Governor Colan outstanding eleven-month
ment duties. He feels that "-there
lins and the Attorney General
program that prepares
Is a continuing demand for male
give their full support and
graduates to take the state
nurses in the practical nursing
cooperation to this program and
board examination for licensed
profession."
aid in the enforcement of safety
practical nursing. Students
laws in Kentucky. The Railroad
Applications for the 1986-87
spend seven hours each day
Commission will need support
class will be accepted begining
learning skills that will prepare
from both the Office of Governor
March 1, 1986. Students must be
them for Work in nursing homes,
and Attorney General to supply
at least 17 years old, hold a High
hospitals, physician's offices, inthe manpower needed for inSchool diploma or the GED high
dustry, state agencies, and
spection to check violations of
school equivalent, and pass a
public health sevices.
these guidelines and assistancea
medical and dental exam. ApApproximately 40 percent of
In the prosecution under Kenplicants-who meet these criteria
the time is spent in classwork,
tucky Law for the violations of
are accepted on a first-come
with the remainder of the trainfirst-served, non-discriminatory
these measures by any railroad
ing done through closely superbasis. There are no residency recarrier violating the new
vised clinical experience. Inguidelines.
quirements for acceptance into
structors Joyce Morrison and
the program. Cost.of the proThe measures taken are in
Shirley Robinson, both
response to the growing problem
gram for Kentucky residents is
Registered Nurses, feel that acof rail safety in Kentucky and
$20 registration fee and $16 per
tual experience working with
the concern for the safety of
month, plus books and uniforms.
patients is fundamental."One of
towns and municipalities though
Financial assistance is
the major strengths of this prowhich these materials are shipavailable in the form of grants
gram over other types of nursped. All other states throughout
and student loans, and the proing programs," according to
gram qualifies for JTPA funding
the county have programs
Morrison. "is the number of
already in place. The Kentueky
and VA educational benefits.
hours that the student has to
Railroad Commission promises
Male applicants are encouragpractice experiences they learn
vigorous enforcement of these
ed. There is a shortage of male
in the classroom. Then, as
guidelines and active prosecunurses in the profession.
graduates, they actually feel
tion will be sought.
comfortable. They feel comfor- - When asked if they had any
table using those skills on the
advice for others thinking of
job."
enrolling in the program, Mrs.
Their success rates speaks for
Scarbrough said, "Take One,day
itself. Over nine percent of their
at a time, and you'll millte it."
graduates taking the state licenMorrison stated that the most
cing exam receive a passing
ardent suporters of the prcigiam
grade. The job placement rate
are their employers.
for graduates is 98 percent, with
"Employers tell us over and
the majority working in the Purover and over again that they
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
•
chase area. According to Pool
like our graduates because they
— The secretary of Kentucky's
and Scarbrough, the program is
are ready to work. They don't
No question about it. At Lincoln Federal
Labor Cabinet says the state is
very thorough and covers all
have to retrain them," she said.
winning its battle against a poor
well go out of our way to make -money available
aspects of nursing quite well.
That, to everyone involved in the
labor-management image that
for you.
The program is challenging,
program, is the supreme comhas been haunting the state for
and many students are unsure of
pliment and the fullest measure
more than 25 years.
themselves when they enter.
of success.
John Wells told a seminar for
Money.for new cars, family vacations; home
When Margaret Scarbrough was
The nursing instructors ,are
small businessmen at Kentucky
improvements, medical bills, or a college
left a widowat age 49, she decidavailable to talk with anyone,inDam Village State Resort Park
ed to fulfill the dream she had as
terested in the Practical Nurseducation.
over the weekend that
a young girl. She said."I had not
ing program and encourage incooperative efforts between
been to school or in a situation
terested individuals to visit the
business and labor groups have
Look to Lincoln Federal. When you need a
where I had to study for years,
class. To learn more about this.
helped the state overcome the
but I rhade it. Anyone else can
loan, we've got the answer.
program, please call the Murray
negative image.
who sets their mind to it." She
Area Vocational School',
On
Friday,
the
labor
cabinet
YES.
graduated in 1980 and has been
753-1870, for an appointment.
and four traditional business
groups: the Kentucky Chamber
qualified applicants onlv
of Commerce. the Associated
General Contractors,
prices in exchange for the
Associated Industries of Kengovernment and the cigarette
tucky and the Kentucky Retail
companies clearing warehouses
(Cont'd from page I)
Federation, hosted the first of 11
4111110111111111
of
surplus leaf at discount
be his last and that he is conseminars to apelp small
prices.
sidering
looking for work outbusinessranr Un efitahli lagor
side farming. The price-support
Remo 1.••••••,_ %mown Geo..
In the past seven years, the
laws.
cut ig 30 cents. he said, is likely value of KentuCk's• burley crop
Dick Boyd of Wickliffe, the
lamp Wool VIII MI
to reduce his income on 40,000 has ranged-L=3454.9 million.
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
state chamber of commerce
pounds of burley from about 1979, to alifhtly more than $1
Murray 759-4234
president, said cooperative ef$20.000
to 110,000.
1300 Johnson Blvd.
forts have evolved out of friendThe,elle-year -reduction-is tied
billion, IOW Last year's erop-ork ship
and
Milt
IS=!MTh eents
Other areas in liiintuck*,Toll Free I-WO-292-4W
to proposed long-term legisla491.4
million pounds brought
such as the labor-management
tion in Congress. through which
growers 1925.8 million at
conferences.
farmers would hold down their
market.

Calloway County High School Speech
Team earns first place honors at Bullitt

Training...

State railroad
commission
to issue waste
guidelines

.lt

Vocational school's
nursing classes help
train nurses for work

Two injured in
LBL accident

When you need a loan,
we've got the answer...

•

State is winning
it's battle against
25-year-old image

Tobacco...
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Sale 8.99
Reg. 10.99. Juniors' basic camp shirt of
100% cotton. Button front in_bright colors.

Your choice of sweaters
at'3 savings.

PAGE 3

Only 19.99
Vest features wrap V-neck and large arm
holes. Assorted stripes in women's sizes.

Sa
le
12
.9
9
Sa
le
14
.9
9
Shaker vest
Shaker long
Reg.$16. The always popular shaker
stitch V-neck vest features large arm
holes and long waist. Solid colors

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1985

sleeve.

•

Reg.$18. Long sleeve V-neck shaker stitch
sweater has raglan sleeves. Long and
loose in solid colors.

SALE
Boots
for the
family

_ 25%
Off

9.99

Misses' long sleeve blouses
of 100% polyester feature
assorted lace collars in
pretty pastels.

Lace bow blouse
Lace trim collar
Keyhole collar

Misses' plaid
poly/wool skirt.

Great value on
5-pocket denims.

Her oxford shirt
basic at $3 off.

Sale 10.99

Sale 9.99

Sale 8.99

Classy polyester/wool skirt in
assorted fashion plaids.

Reg. 14.99 Cotton denim jeans with
straight leg styling. Junior sizes.

Reg.$12. Juniors' long sleeve
button-down shirt of polyester/
cotton Solid colors.

Luxury towels
at savings.

Ramie/Cotton
Sweater

Bath towel
Hand towel
Wash cloth

Sale 16.99
Reg $26

Only
3.99
2.99
1.99

Men's Dress
Overcoats

30% Off

Missy Dressy
Blouses

Reg 99 99 to 119 99
NOW 69 99 to 83 99

Sale 29.99
Reg $40

Group of Boys'
Outerwear

Lee® Jeans for
Ladies

Men's Sport SLack

Sale 19.99 25% Off
Orig. to $30

Missy Quilted
Stadium Coats

Sale 18.99

Reg 25.00 NOW 18.75

Reg 24 00

All Men's Par Four'
and Foxy Sweaters

Sale 39.99
Reg 79.99

Group of Girls
Outerwear

Infant & Toddler
Jog Suits

Sate 24.99 25% Off

All Ladies Socks

Orig. to $40

25% Off

Reg 799 to 899
NOW 5 99 to 6 74

2 Pc. Marble
Bath Gift Set

25°/0 Off

Only 9.99

House Shoes for
the entire family

Special Buy

25% Off
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office 7594400
Catalog 759-4080
Prices Effective Mon.-Wed.

• Mon.-Wed. 9:00 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Thurs. Closed
Fri-Sat. 8 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 to 9:00 p.m.

JCPenney.

•
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royko says

letters to the editor

by mike royko

Family week declared by governor
To the Editor.
Martha Layne Collins. Governor f, of the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, has issued the following proclamation:
To All To Whom These
Presents Shall Come:
WHEREAS. The Family is the
backbone of society; and,
WHEREAS, The strength of
the family is the key to a productive future for our youth; and
WHEREAS, Family members
encourage each other in every
way to have faith in ourselves, to
work hard, and to achieve all
that we can; and.
WHEREAS. It is appropriate
to give official recognition to the
importance of family loyalties
and ties;
NOW,THEREFORE,I. MARTHA LAYNE COLLINS, Cover-

nor of The Commonwealth of
Kentucky. do hereby proclaim
the week of November 24-30,
1985 as
FAMILY WEEK
in Kentucky and urge all Kentuckians to support special activities planned during this
observance to focus attention on
family solidarity.
The women's organization of
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints of the Murray
Branch is in full support of the
Governor's proclamation. All
Latter-day Saint families have
been asked to support the proclamation by holding a special
family home evening this week.
Patricia Anderson
Relief Society President
Murray Branch

Government should cut spending
Dear Editor:
FELLOW AMERICANS: Our
wonderful country is going
bankrupt and our elected politicians in Washington do not have
the courage to cut spending.
Why not" Spending buys votes
for the next election. Congressmen must face voters
every two years. This means we
have 435 candidates making promises to voters almost constantly. And those promises cost
billions of dollars. What is the
solution?
A former presidential advisor
advocates making the duties of
senators and congressmen part-

time. If they did nob-depend entirely on us voters and taxpayersfor their income and pensions, they could afford to make
decisions in the Irst interests of
our country and not be forced to
buy the votes of every greedy
citizen looking for a handout.
Let's urge our legislators to
legalize their right to earn as
much outside income as they
please. This reform is urgent.
The fate of our nation is at stake.
Sincerely
Frank J. Meinen
Public Communications
Rt. 3 Box 268
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729

March of Dimes expresses thanks
To the Editor,
On behalf of the Western Kentucky Chapter March of Dimes,
I want to express my sincere
thanks to your paper for the fine
job of reporting on the October
2 6 th March of Dimes
WalkAmerican TeamWalk in
Murray
I would like to add my very
special thanks to Wanda Greer.
a member of the Fisher-Price
team, who turned in $203 the day
of the Walk. making her the topdollar adult prize winner. For
her efforts. Wanda received a
Black tgr Decker undercounter
coffeemaker and can opener,

courtesy of Mr. Mike Baugher,
manager of K-Mart.
The staff of the March of
Dimes extends its thanks to all
the participants and supporters
of the October 26th Walk in Murray. With the help of volunteers
like these, we can continue the
fight against Birth Defects in
Western Kentucky.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Bryar
Coordinator of Chapter Services
Western Kentucky Chapter
March of Dimes
333 Broadway, Suite 1020
Paducah, Ky 42001

South Africa's apartheid criticized
To the Editor.
Governments of the world
have failed to provide sufficient
support for the principle of selfdetermination to the South
Africans the vast majority of
whom happen to be non-white. It
has become clear that South
Africa's apartheid is unjust and
despotic. Even in the conservative United States of America
the Declaration of Independence
says unequivocally it is not only
a People's right but their duty to
overthrow such a despotic
goverment and "...provide new
Guards for their future Security." Moreover, the Golden Rule
requires of us that we cooperate
in their effort. And, in consideration of the four postulates as
follows:
Except for the neo-nazi parties and the ruling South African
white minority, all the world is
united in opposing South African
apartheid as an unjust and unacceptable system
The continued enforcement of
apartheid against the vast majority which is non-white is
leading to increased violence
and a probable bloodbath:
Official policy in South Africa
shows not substantial progress
toward establishing a "oneperson. one-vote" rule and thus
terminating the injustice and indignity of apartheid; 0 B
Decisive, prompt. and timely
action by other governments of
the World Community can
minimize the likelihood and/or
severity of the impending bloodbath in South Africa.
Be it therefore resolved that:
1. The South Africa Government negotiate with opposition

leaders a time table for
dismantling, apartheid which
will lead to "one-person, onevote" rule.
Our national government shall
deliver an ultimatum to the
minority South African government that a timetable to dismantle apartheid be established by
mutual agreement between the
South African government and
appropriately selected
representatives of the non-white
opposition to apartheid. The
establishment of this timetable
shall proceed with all deliberate
speed. The South African
government shall be notified
that. if this action is not taken,
the Part Two of this resolution
shall be implemented.
2. The alternative to Part One,
the preceeding part of this
resolution, is the full and unconditional support by our government to each' South African
group in their opposition to apartheid. The said unconditional
support shall be extended to the
majority opposing apartheid to
the end accomplishment of oneperson, one-vote rule. Our
government shall proceed to
publicize its support to the nonwhite groups if and when it
becomes evident progress on
Part One of this resolution is
lacking.
Finally, be it resolved that:
Our National government shall
seek to maximize the support of
other Nations for Parts One and
Two of this resolution.
I sign below in support of this
resolution.
Robert H. Divine
1109 Olive Street
Murray, Ky.
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Bare facts on bear gals
I happened to mention to a
group of female acquaintenances
that I was mildly disappointed by
the decision of the Chicago Bears
management to get rid of the
Honeybear cheerleaders.
Ever since they began performing, I've found the honeybears
to be a pleasant cultural diversion during time-outs and other
breaks in the action.
And as a patron of the arts and
a studgnt of the dance, I admire
their grace, agility and creativity. At times, they've reminded
me of great moments that I have
seen on the ballet stage.
When I explained this to the
female persons, one of them
sneered and said: "Cut the
culture bunk. You're just another
leering male creep, gauking at
their breasts and buttocks and
having disgusting fantasies."
Another one said: "Getting rid
of the Honeybears is a victory for
feminism. Those women were
allowing themsel+es to be exploited by putting their bodies on
exhibit for thousands of drooling
degenerates such as yourself."
And a third bluntly said: "You
just liked watching them shake
their bottoms."
I protested, although conceding
that I respected the Honeybears

for having the determination and
self-discipline to keep their
bodies in such obviously healthy
condition.
This brought on further hoots
and jeers and the remark: "Why
don't you admit it: You're sorry
to see tfiem go because you are a
lech."
Their remarks were a classic
example of that most unattractive of human traits — hypocrisy.
And they have forced me to
discuss one of the dirty little
secrets of many American
female persons.
It's this: Of all the sports fans
who gather in football and
baseball stadiums or watch the
TV,the most lascivious, sexuallymotivated are the females.
Consider for a moment what
you see, when you watch three
hours of professional football.
Out of that three hours, you
might see a total of two or three
minutes of a group like the
Honeybears.
The cameras pan to them for
only a few seconds at a time. One
or two dainty dance steps and
hand claps, and that's it. It's back
to the field or a commerical.
But what do you see the rest of
the time? Obviously, you and I
and most men see football
players — athletes engaged in a

competitive sport. We see
strategy,
tactics,
fierce
competition.
Ah, but what is it that the
female fans are seeing? I'll tell
you what in a word. They are seeing "hunks."
Do you think that the average
female is watching the offensive
alignment, the shifting of the
defense, the arm-waving by the
middle linebacker? Is she looking
for the subtle hints that will tell
those of us who are true students
of the game whether it will be a
pass or a run?
Like hell. The vast majority of
the females are staring at some
wide receiver's perky bottom.
They're gawking at muscular
thighs, lean hips and-that part of
the anatomy that Steve Martin,
as the Bulgarian wild-and-crazyguy, used to refer to as the
"boolge."
They can deny it, but there is
overwhelming scientific evidence
to support my statements.
Consider the study that was
done by the prestigious Institute
for the Study of Lascivious
Behavior at the University of
Cicero.
It found that in modern times,
female interest in sports has increased in direct proportion to
the . introduction of skintight

polyester uniforms.
Professor Heinrich Goofus,
director of the institute, said: "
Our lengthy research and
statistical data show without a
doubt sat American women really like to look at men's buns." •
The introduction of the artificial surface into football has
been another contributing factor.
As the professor said: " Zee
vomen don't like zee mud all over
sum guys buns. Zey say zuh mud
Is a- turnoff."
In a survey the Institute took of
16,000 female football fans, the
women were asked what they
look at when a pass play is
developing.
The professor said that the
results broke down this way;
"Twenty-two percent said zey
watch zuh receivers buns, 18 percent said zey watch zuh
defender's buns, 16 percent
watch zuh thighs, and zuh rest
say zey are watching a little zis
and a little of sat. Whatever turns
zem on. Not one of zem said zey
watch zuh football."
And because I and others like
me happen to think that a bit of
female dancing at a football
game is culturally uplifting, we
are labeled as degenerates?
For shame, ladies, for shame.

looking back
Ten years ago
A special feature .story on
"Athletes In Action," written by
Mike Brandon, is published
today.
The Murray Woman's Club
has announced an extensive
community-wide crash inquirey
of local leaders and citizens
designed to determine their attitudes on crime problems and
solutions as the first step in
"Hands Up," a national
volunteer campaign to reduce
crime, according to Irma La
Follette, club president.
Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Stokes of Rt. 1, Rosebud, Ill.,
formerly of Lynn Grove,
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on Nov. 14.
Murray Business and Professional Women's Club celebrated
its 48th birthday on Nov. 20 at a
meeting at Murray Woman's
Club House. Betty Lowry was
guest speaker.
Cub Scout Pack 57 was
presented with its charter and a
$25 check by Carter School PTA,
sponsoring organization.
Twenty years ago
Pfc. Edward L. Paschall is a
member of Engineer Battalion,
United States Army, serving in
Vietnam.
Prof. Robert Baar of the
Music Department of Murray
State College presented a program at a meeting of Murray
Lions Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed
the book, Grandmother and the
Priest by Taylor Caldwell, on
Nov. 23 at Murray High School,
Mrs. A.W. Russell presented a
program on "Women in Music"
at a meeting of Magazine Club
held at home of Mrs. E.A.
Tucker.
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Lowes 76 to 67 in a
basketball game at Jeffrey gym.
Stan Key was high scorer for
Calloway.
Thirty years ago
Shirley Geurin. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Geurin,
has been chosen by Murray
Chamber of Commerce to represent Murray in the Maid of Cotton Contest at Mempha..Tenn.
Cadets John Wilson Frost Jr.
and Coleman J. McDevitt Jr.,
both of Murray. won honors at
Kentucky Military Institute at
Lyndon.
Travel pictures of United
States were shown by Frank
Derrick at a meeting of Home
Department of Murray
WoMan's Club Mrs. O.C. Wells
was program leader.
A Pinewood Derby will be held
by Cub Pack 45 tonight in basement of A.B. Austin School. Ottis
Valentine is cub master.
Forrest Riddle of Mayfield
has been named as manager of
the Murray office of Southern
Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Co
Turkeys are listed as selling
for 43 cents per pound in ad for
Parker's Food Market.

by anne s. crowley

business mirror
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP I —
Stan Porter was out of a job
when International Business
Machines Corp. brought robots
here to make its typewriters. He
didn't worry about unemployment, though, and 13 weeks later
he was the robot's boss.
As IBM progresses in its $350
million automation of its Lexington assembly lines,
employees who work on the lines
are scattering gradually
throughout the plant. People
who once assembled typewriters
turn up as secretaries, computer
programmers and operators,
electricians, robot controllers
and even students, going to
classes to learn other new jobs.
IBM does not lay off people
whose jobs are not needed any
more. It finds new roles for
them, leading to a companywide
joke that IBM stands for "I've
Been Moved."
For some, the moves have
been around the world. In Lexington lately, they are mainly
around the plant, where electric
typewriters, computer
keyboards and printers, parts
and supplies like ribbons and
paper are manufactured and
packaged.
"We cannot guarantee 4111
employment. but we've practiced it for 50 years." said James
D. Eggensperger, spokesmen
for the Lexington plant, the
city's largest private employer.
IBM has retrained more than
3,000 of its 6,000 employees in
Lexington since 1963. when it
began automating the
typewriter line, Eggensperger
said. Most of the retrained

workers were displaced by the
robots.
Retraining cost $10 million in
1983-84, not counting salaries,
the company says. It is expenSive policy, butit brings loyalty.
"I'm 100 percent sold on the
fact that this is the way to do
business," said Loretta Ellis, an
assembly-line manager who
started as a receptionist and
secretary who knew only how to
turn a typewriter on. Now she
can put one together as expertly
as the people and machines she
oversees.
Flexibility has been the central theme of an IBM career
and, as the Lexington automation progressed, the company
decided to tell the nation about
how it took a normal program
and apPlied it on a large scale.
Porter. Mrs. Ellis and
manufacturing manager Dave
Duncan Jr. were interviewed in
a commercial broadcast on national television this year.
Wayne Hazelwood was featured
in a four-page magazine spread
that traced his 21-year career,
from a job as an assembler to
one as a technical wizard who
specializes in electronics.
The thing that is special about
these people. Eggensperger
said, is that their stories are
typical for IBM workers.
/Sven the rece)tiorfiNt in the
building lobby has been with
IBM more than 20 years and
held several jobs. Not evenidur
ing the Depression did IBiyi lay
off any help, said Tid-Lasseter,
general manager of the plant.
Four years ago. IBM cut its
Lexington workforce from 7.000

through attrition, shifting product lines to other plants and encouraging transfers to other
plants. Most of the current crop
of job moves are local, but company officials said they were too
varied to characterize. Yet, as
long as a worker performs well,
he or she is guaranteed a job.
"We like to say the only constant we have is change,"
Lasseter said.
As the third-level manager of
the assembly line. Duncan
oversees and coordinates the
change from people,run to
robot-run assembly.
As one section of the line is
changed, the others must continue and must work together,
which is Duncan's responsibility. When automation is finished
next year, his job will not be
needed any more.
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vey was taken, Thomas Paine
DEAR ABBY: I read your column
Perhaps one day a year should be
was apparently between wives, only as an appeasement to my
hence he was classified as a of 43 years. You and Mr. wife celebrated to recognize the imporEd of tance of
bachelor.
Richmond may make light of Mule two), the jackass(four-legged and
and that would cover everyAppreciation Day to honor the hy- thing
•*
brid who did man's bidding in the
BILL WADLEY,
expansion of this country. But
KIMBERLING CITY, MO.
DEAR ABBY: Re "Bachelor's George Washington felt differently
, (Do you hate to write letters because
Day": It would certainly be a sur- no doubt, when he accepted a pair
of you don't know what to ray'? Thank.
prise to Andrew Carnegie's daugh- jackasses as a gift from
King you notes, sympathy letters, congratuter, Margaret, to learn that her Charles III on Oct. 27, 1785,
and lations, how to declipe and accept invifather was still a bachelor after started breeding the mule.
tations and how to write an interesting
marrying Louise Whitfield (MargaI will gladly condone .a National letter are included in Abby's booklet,
"How
Write Letters for All Occaret's mother) in 1887.
Wives' Day to boner women who sions."toSend
your name and address
JOHN A. CAMERON, work like a horse (especially mine), clearly printed
with a check or money
MASSAPEQUA, N.Y. but what does a bachelor do besides order for 82.5()and a long,stamped(39
avoid the responsibilities of mar- cents)self-addressed envelope to: Dear
*•*
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
riage and a family?
Hollywood,

First Americans
Should Be Honored
With Holiday, Too
By Abigail Van Buren
•••
DEAR ABBY: Now that Congress
has approved Mule Appreciation
DEAR ABBY: "Ed P. in RichDay, perhaps they will consider
designating a day to honor the mond, Va." proposed we honor
bachelors by having a National
native American Indian.
On Jan. 12, 1983, Public Law 97- Bachelor's Day. And you said, "If
445 was enacted directing President Congress can approve Mule AppreReagan to designate May 11, 1983, ciation Day, why not Bachelor's
as"American Indian Day."On April Day!"
Abby, what have bachelors done
14, President Reagan did so. However, that was a one-time designa- to deserve any form of homage or
appreciation? They do not necestion only!
I think there should be a national sarily sow, nor do they reap. How
holiday every year to honor the can their accomplishments be comAmerican Indian instead of a one- pared to those of the mule?
The mule has justified its existence
day holiday.
Abby, you went to bat for a many times over. It has plowed our
National Bachelor's Day; won't you fields, provided us transportation
please say a few words in behalf of (You wanna ride a bachelor?), pulled
our borax ore, helped us through
the American Indian?
A PROUD SIOUX gold claims,and carried us down the
deep slopes of the Grand Canyon.
I was amazed to learn that the bill
DEAR PROUD SIOUX: A national holiday to honor our was sponsored in Congress by
Robert Garcia, who is not from an
native American Indians is I
overdue. If enough citizensuglegt\ agricultural community—he's a
sufficiently fired up about it, Democrat from New York and lives
perhaps we can send some in an apartment house in the Bronx.
BARRY V. IN
smoke signals to Washington.
CORAL SPRINGS, FLA.

Fruit Baskets

DEAR BARRY: Several of
Rep.Garcia's constituents wrote
to inform me that the Mule Appreciation Bill was not sponsored by Garcia.
1 stand corrected. But since it
was passed unanimously, it's
safe to say that he did not oppose
it.

Calif. 9003/4.)

DEAR ABBY: I would like to
know how Thomas Paine made your
list of famous bachelors. He was
married first on Sept. 27, 1763, to
Mary Lambert in Sandwich, England, who died of pneumonia while
expecting his only child.
Then on March 26, 1771, Paine
married Elizabeth 011ive in Lewis,
England. They were subsequently
divorced.
DEATRA G.
ALAMEDA,GA.
-\(

DEAR DEATRA: The definition of a bachelor is "an unmarried man." At the time this sur-
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D & T PRODUCE

Made To Your Order
Call Today For One

753-8353

Next Door to D & T Warehouse Foods
Texas Size
Baking

Jumbo Yellow

Dole Florida Juice4
lif
014
3ir

Onions

Potatoes Orange

0‘4•
4z4
i
\
12

1 90

Cabbage

English 990th
Walnuts

Lbs. For

Each

White

Green

Celery

$

Bag of 10 for 794

Lb.

California

nions

125 Ct.

Lb.

Jumbo Green

Jumbo White

Potatoes

39

Stalk 36 Ct.

Florida Sweet Yellow

Corn

‘°
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California White Calmeria

Grapes

5Ears/89°
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Ate:
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D & I WAREHOUSE FOODS
623 SOUTH 4TH

We Gladly
Accept
Food Stamp
& Wic Voucher

ACROSS FROM MURRAY DRIVE IN THEATER
Open Monday,Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY!
Prices good thru Wed. Nov. 27th

Martha White

A

Martha White

Flour

Kraft Philadelphia

Cream Cheese

Meal

8 Oz. Pkg.

Turner

Sour Cream
8 Oz. Cup

48

Bunny Fluffy
Brown-n-Serve

Buttermilk

Rolls

98

48°

Snuggle Fabric Softner

;

Turner

Angel Flake
A.

Ice Cream

Turner

4 Qt. Pail

Milk

Coconut

Gal.

12 Oz. Bea
$1

18

59

3

Coffee
1 Lb. Bag

'2'8

Field Pro-Leaguer

64 Oz $ 1 58

69

plaketS
Bakers

A

Chocolate7
Chips

$1210z1Bai

\

Folger's

Turner

/
1 2 Gal.

78

12 Oz

88°

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Dr. Pepper mt. Dew
or

7-Up

8 Pk.
16 oz
Plus Deposit

$

49
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Martin of Rt. O. Paris.
Tenn.. will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
Dec 1. '
A reception in - their
honor will be hosted by
Mr. and Mrs: Melvin
Martin of Floyd's Knob.
Ind.. Daniel Martin of
Cleveland. Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Martin of Canton. Mich.;
along with their five
grandchildren,
Timothy, Andrea.
Daren, Kimberly and
Christopher.
Family and friends
are invited to a buffet
luncheon on Sunday between the hours of 2 to 5
p m. at the Farm
Bureau. North Poplar
Street, Paris, Tenn.
The family requests
that guests Snot bring
gifts
Mr and Mrs. Martin
were married Sunday.
Dec 1. 1935. at the home
of Fulton Dortch.
Justice of the Peace.
They were attended by
Edw ard and Emma
Brown
Mrs. Martin. the
former Josephine
Adams. is the daughter
of the late Leonard and
Annie May Adams. She
moved to Henry County,
Tenn , in 1934 from her
native Calpway County.
Mr, Martin is the son
of the late Lon and

PROGRAM ON SUNDAY — The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will
present a Christmas musical program on Sunday, Dec. 1, at 1 p.m. at the club house.
B.J. Herrin, second right, is director of the chorus. A few of the members rehearsing are, from left,
Rendi Johnson,
Wanda Dick, Eddie Mae Outland, Mrs. Herrin and Barbara Pelper. Also featured will be
students from
Murray Montessori School. The club house has been decorated for the holiday season by
the Delta and
Alpha Departments. The Garden Department will be chairman of the Melia hour to follow,
assisted by
members of other departments."This program on Sunday is an open meeting and the
public is invited
to attend," said Frances Galloway, first vice president of the Murray club.

DATEBOOK
Luncheon at club

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Martin
Elizabeth Martin of the
23rd District of Henry
County. Tenn.
In 1944 Mr. and Mrs.
Martin left the 23rd
District. farming at

several locations
around Paris, Tenn., until 1951, when they moved to Detroit, Mich.
„
Mrs. Martin was
employed by'A Sr P Food

Stores until 1974. After
Mr. Martin's retirement
from Arco Oil company
in 1976, the couple
returned to reside on Rt.
5, Paris, Tenn.

Howard-Ferguson wedding planned
The engagement of Miss Lillian Howard,
'daughter of Franklin Howard and Georgianne
Howard of Atlanta. Ga.. and Brett Ferguson. son
of Bill and Ann Ferguson of Dexter, Mo., has
been anounced.
Both 'Miss Howard and Mr. Ferguson are
students at Harding University. Searcy, Ark.
A May wedding planned.

Mr. Ferguson is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Vester Taylor of Mayfield and of Mrs. Mary
Ethel Fuller of Fulton and the late William A.
Fuller of South Fulton, Tenn. He is the greatgrandson of the late Leole Robertson of Farmington and the late John and Ethel Doores of
Kirksey.

A Ladies' Christmas luncheon at the Murray
Country Club will be on Wednesday, Dec. 4, at
noon. Tickets at $7 per person may be obtained
until Monday noon, Dec. 2, by contacting Eddie
Mae Outland, general chairman. Mona Blankenship and Kathy Kopperud are co-chairmen for
the luncheon. Other hostesses will be Gayle
Foster, Cheryl Beamer, Martha Andrus, NanCy
Fandrich, Tara Dennison, Judith Payne, Debbie
Keller, Kathy Hurt, Martha Cook, Cyndi Cohoon,
Mary Warren Sanders. Jennifer Hewlett, Kamiel
Gingles, Gaye Haverstock, I3illie Carroll and
Sylvia Garrison. Bridge with Juliet Wallis as
hostess will be played at 9:30 a.m.

St. Leo's plans dinner
Holidays are typically the times when persons
are away from family and/or with little or no
resources feel cut off from the celebrating and
merrymaking going on around them. Any person

Elizabeth Taylor talks of seven marriages
•

NEV YORK 1AM —
Seven times a bride.
Elizabeth Taylor says
she • is• sure she'll probably walk down the aisle once more but she
won't rush into
anything.
"I think maybe I'm
finally growing up, and
about time," Miss

Taylor said in an interview published in the
December issue of Vanity Fair. "Being alone
doesn't frighten me."
''I'm being very
cautious." she said,
after two broken
engagements."I'm sure
I will remarry once

more, but only once
more; and boy, it's go.

ing to .be right. I'm takMg no chances."

we are growinc

mainly because they are
too cerebral and
because of their coarse
langugage.
"I can buy their
records and stay
home," said Lewis, 59'.
Some of the language
they choose to use ... My
father used to say, 'If
you have to use fourletter words, work in a
brothel."
Lewis, _here for a performance, said he calls
his style "visual hi-ft. It
takes a lot more talent
to do what I do. It's easy
to stand up there and be
cerebral. But the key requirement for a good
comedian is that he has
to sweat. Cool doesn't
cut it."

Homeowrers
Insurance

Everybody does not have
the same Homeowners
coverage needs Slate
Auto recognizes this and
provides many. many
0c1110rIS

.1.
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- OUR STAFF OF HEALTH (RAE PROFESSIONALS
- OUR SHOWROOM INVENTORY
-OUR IN HOME HEALTHCARE SEMACES

OUR MURRAY STORE.
IS MOVING
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Holiday House open
Cairo Historical Association has announced
plans for the 33rd Annual Holiday House to be
held at Magnolia Manor, Cairo, Ill. Holiday
House will be open Thanksgiving afternoon, Nov.
28, and from 1 to 5 p.m. on Nov. 29 and 30 and
Dec. 1, 7 and 8. There is a nominal admission
charge.

Army Pvt. Timothy D. Kelton, son of George
E. Kelton, Rt. 1, Mayfield, has arrived for duty
with Giessen Military Community Activity, West
Germany. A signal channel radio operator, he
previously was assigned at Fort Gordon, Ga. He
Is a 1976 graduate of Mayfield High School.

Students need homes

SARAH CONKLIN, daughter of Ray and Liz
Conklin, recently gave a solo piano recital in the
Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. The recital was given after she
completed the first volume of Suzuki piano
repertoire and it included all of the pieces in the
book. Sarah studies the Suzuki approach to piano
with Dorothy Mason.

Interested in sharing your home to learn more
about the world? By hosting a teenage student,
aged 15-18 from another country, you and your
family can do so. Youth Exchange Service
(YES), a non-profit organization, is seeking
families to share their homes with students due
to arrive in mid-January, 1986, and stay for six
months (second semester program). They have
medical insurance and bring their own spending
money. Families may claim a $50 tax deduction
for each month they provide room and board for
the student. For further information contact
Youth Exchange Service (YES), World Trade
Center Building, 350 South Figueroa St., #257-P,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90071 or phone 1-800-848-2121.

Service at Memorial

A Community Thanksgiving service, sponsored by Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association, will be held Thanksgiving Day, Nov.
28, at 10 a.m. at Memorial Baptist Church, 10th
and Main Streets. The Rev. Rick C. Dye,
associate minister of First United Methodist
Church, will deliver the message on "In the Care
NEW YORK (AP) —
of God" with seriptOre from Matthew 6:25-33.
Actors Don Johnson,
Milton Gresham, minister of music of the host
Clint Eastwood and
church, will be in charge of the music. The public
Dudley Moore and is urged
to attend this service, a spokesman said.
singers David Bowie
and Sting have been
chosen by Harper's
PITTSBURGH (API starred in TV's "Get
Bazaar magazine as
among the 10 "most- — As a child living in the Smart," now lives in
wanted divorced men." city once described as New York, but she was
Others included, "hell with the lid off," one of several famous
central center 753-3314
fashion designer Calvin actress Barbara Feldon Pittsburgh natives who
Klein, actor-playwright thought grass was black returned to their
Sam Shepard, producer. because of the soot hometown for a
director George Lucas, spewed out by Pitt- weekend celebration of
7:1111,1111111
and actor William Hurt, sburgh's steel mills.
Its designation as the
Still, she said, "I lov- nation's most livable ciwith baseball player
Someone's going to poy
Steve Garvey the only ed the steel mills. They ty by Rand-McNally's
COMMANDO
were very exotic. "Places Rated"
athlete.
Arnold
Schworzeneggar
The magazine did not always, the way the sky almanac.
say how it chose the woultget red at night. It
Also among them was
7 - 10, t:35
men. The list was was always a great Dr. Jonas Salk, who
published with accom- adventure to come into developed the first polio
PfE-WEE HERMAN m
panying photos in the the city."
vaccine while working
PEE- wirs
Miss Feldon, who here from 1947 to 1963.
December issue.
VG AIOVVITI/Iti

so that your
insurance can De tailored
to your particular situation
And several coverages are
combined in our package
at substantial savIngs
Well see that you get
the protection you need
without the expense of
unnecessary coverage
and at attractive rates
Call us You II find we re
friends you can depend cn

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple St.
south...J. of the et square

Barbara Feldon talks of life

CHERI 3

7:40. 1:11

The 'rood, Co•••••••14.
PrIodkon's

TO LIVE AND
DIE IN L. A. C)

753 4451

r
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Paducah Chapter of Parents Without Partners
will meet at the Jaycee Building (not the Civic
Center) off Lone Oak Road and across from Hannan Plaza, Paducah, on Friday, Nov. 29, at T
p.m. for a Thanksgiving dinner. Meat will be furnished and persons are asked to bring other food.
Dancing and socializing will follow. All single
parents are invited. For more information call
1-674-5886 or 489-2543 or write P'rP #147,
Paducah, Ky. 42002-0411.

- Men named
by magazine

IT'S A
PERSONAL
THING

„

PWP plans dinner

Kelton in Germany

Comedian at Sun City
SUN CITY, Ariz.(API
— Veteran comedian
Jerry Lewis says he
doesn't think much of today's young comics,

who will be alone on Thanksgiving Day is invited
to join in the celebration at the Community
Thanksgiving Dinner at St. Leo's - Catholic
Church. Dinner will be served from noon to 3
p.m. in the Parish Center of the church located
at North 12th and Payne Streets.

Dan McNutt
Stitt* Auto Insurance

Chestnut St. Murray

'
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SPECIAL:
Shrimp & Fries
$325
For
& Get one FREE
Med. Drink
sinciel Good Nov. 22-27

T. J's
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers
753-0045

elisebted et 713-3314
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All Calloway schools
observe special week

School Lunch Is America's No. 1 energy source, according to Calloway
County High School food service personnel. They include, from left, first
row, Jane Potts, Shecry Garland, Sandra Stephens, Betty Darnell,
JemIdene Mathis, Lou Ann Mi.:Callon, back row, Pat Cantrell, Jeannie Carroll, Dorothy McClure and Carol Dick.

Third graders at Southwest Calloway Elementary School, Rance Wilson,
Dustin Parks and Gartha Tidwell are intrigued by "curly"french tries serv •
ed in the cafeteria during National School Lunch Week. Cafeteria personnel
Introduced a new or different version of a food each day.

/"
,iiiit"
Ernestine Hargis, right, cafeteria manager of North Calloway Elementary Schools, presents Kelly Tabers, first grader, with prizes won in the
Statute of Liberty Coloring Contest held during National School Lunch
Week.

Calloway County Middle School teacher, Peter
O'Rourke, participates In National School Lunch
"Salute to Freedom Day" dressed as John Paul
Jones. O'Rourke is a social studies teacher at the
school.

ot.

Coming community events

Monday, Nov.25
Members of 1976
graduating class of
Calloway County High
School will meet at 7
p.m. at Western Sizzlin
Restaurant to plan a
class reunion.
---"Fresh Start," a
smoking cessation
class, will be from 7 to 9
p.m. in third floor
classroom, Murray1-10-w-a y- -Co-trrt t y
Hospital.
---Cesarean Birth Class
will be from 7 to 9 p.m.
in private dining room
of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information call 753-5131,
ext. 144, or 753-6821.
---Parents Anonymous
Chapter will meet from
6 to 8 p.m. For informa!
tion call 762-6862 or
762-6851.
---Computer course will
be offered from 6 to 9
p.m. in Microcomputer
Center, Room 204,
Business Building, Murray State University.
For information call
762-6970.
---Quad State Junior
Band Festival will begin
meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.
---Betty Sledd Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Debbie Bell.
---Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will
at 7 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University. Admission is free.
---Lady Racer Basketball Classic will begin at
6 p.m. in Racer Arena.
Murray State University, with Arkansas State
vs. Tennessee State and

Monday, Nov.25
Tuesday, Nov.26
then Murray vs. Butler at Calloway Public
University.
'
Library.
------AA and Al-Anon will
Finals of Lady Racer
have closed meetings at Basketball Classic will
8 p.m. at First Christian begin at 8 p.m. in Racer
Church, Benton. For in- Arena, Murray State
formation call 753-0061, University. Admission
762-3399, 753-7764 or is free.
753-7663.
------AA will meet at 8 p.m.
University Students of at American Legion
University Church of Building, South Sixth
Christ will have their and Maple Streets.
annual Thanksgiving
---dinner in annex at 6:30
A Social Security
Representative will be
at Miller Courthouse
---Annex from 10 a.m. to
Tuesday. Nov.26
Murray Lions Club noon.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
---Murray Woman's Club
Health Express of
House. Cong. Carroll Murray-Calloway CounHubha.rd will be ty Hospital will be at
speaker.
Crawford's Service Sta---tion at Lynn Grove from
Murray TOPS (take 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
Second tobacco stripat Calloway Cdunty ping demonstration by
Health Center.
U.S. Department of
---Agriculture Grading
Senior citizens ac- Seevice will be at 7 p.m.
tivities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center:
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Diet and Diabetes
Group will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
0
64?
Agape Fellowship will
meet at 10:30 a.m. in
community center
building in H.H. Lovett
Park; Benton.
---A PACE (Parent and
Child Education) miniprogram rrill begin at
10:30 a.m. in annex of
Calloway Public
Library.
---Story Hours will be at
10:30a.m. and 3:30p.m.

Tuesday. Nov.26
at Murray Area Vocational Center.
---Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
----.
Wednesday, Nov.27
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
---Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living With
Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m., both in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
---Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be on the
court square in Murray
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and
1 to 3 p.m.
---Bridge with Florence
Hensley as hostess will

Hwy. 641 North Murray, Ky.
Open at 4 p.m. Mon.-Sat. 753-4141
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business proceedings of
the convention and
reported on the various
educational projects of
the Sisterhood. She also
told of the speakers and
entertainment
highlights.
Mrs. Freeman and
Mrs. McKenzie, both
past presidents of Kentucky State Chapter,
also attended the
meeting in Winnipeg.
Mrs. Freeman has since
made a report of convention to Chapters D
and 0 in Bowling Green.
Miss Ann Herron gave
a report on a recent
recipient of an educational loan from the
Sisterhood and Mrs.
(Cont'd on page 8)

2. New Batteries
3. New Igniter
4. Clean & Adjust Flame
For Kerosun•Alladin•Corona•Hallmark

1 9.95

All For Only $
Through Nov. 30

ALL SEASON'S
Lawn & Leisure, Inc.
205 N. 4th

L thy lireal
7 KEY.

20% Off

The hostess was
assisted in serving by •
Mrs. H.L. Oakley.
Mrs. Edward Nunnelee, president, presided at the formal.
meeting. Mrs. Larrie
Clark provided special
music and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie conducted
devotions, reading from
James 1.
The guest • of honor,
Mrs. Hinds, gave an account of her attendance
at the recent International Convention of the
Sisterhood held in Winnipeg. Manitoba, when
17 chapters in the Province of Manitoba had
combined efforts to host
the more than 2,500 persons in attendance.
Mrs. Hinds told of the

Keep your kerosene heater
Cnilj
terC)
._

We will be closed this Wednesday
and Thursday for the Thanksgiving
holiday.
Seven Seas will be open this Friday
and Saturday offering our fabulous
Seafood Buffet from 4:30 to 8:30 p.m.

I

Frid,ay was
designated as Kentucky
Day. Each student
received a Kentucky
flag /ticker While they
enjoyed a._ menu f Kentucky hot:browns or
Kentucky barbecued
'pork. Display tables of
Kentudty grown products were set up in the
cafeterias, and many
students contributed
corn, soybeans, popcorn, tobacco, apples,
honey and hams for
these displays.
National-S-chool
Lunch week is
celebrated nation-wide
each year during the second week in October as
designated by President
John F. Kennedy in
1963.
Calloway County's
3,000 stUdents and staff
enjoyed their "Salute to
Freedom- this year and
are looking forward to
next year's celebration
with a theme of
"SCHOOL LUNCH-The
Best Buy in Town."

?re.sectsoo
%kerosene
Vieckier
1. New Wicks

-7••-

.4;
60.

contributed to the day's
theme by dressing as
ii.i-s-c6rical American
figures.
Lucky students
received prizes and
stickers on Thursday
when the Midwestern
menu highlighted beef
and wheat grown in the
Midwest for hamburger
deluxe.

Chapter entertains officer

Wednesday,Nov.27
be played at 9:30 a.m. at
Chapter M of the
Oaks Country Club.
P.C.O. Sisterhood held a
---Events at Calloway special meeting in the
Public Library will in- home of Mrs. A.H.
clude Parents and Twos Titsworth on Saturday,
at 9:30 a.m. and Story Nov. 16, when the KenHours at 10:30 a.m. and tucky State Organizer
for the Sisterhood was
3:30 p.m.
an official guest.
Events in Land Bet- Holding that office this
ween the Lakes will in- year is Mrs. Charles
clude Skywalk _at 2p.m. Hinds _ of Frankfort,.
at Golden Pond Visitor formerly of Murray and
originally a member of
Center Planetarium.
the Murray P.E.O.
---Clara M. Eagle group.
Mrs. Hinds met with
Gallery and the Curris
Center Gallery at Mur- chapter officers in the
ray State University morning preceding a
will be closed for noon luncheon at which
Thanksgiving vacation. other chapter members
also were guests. Mrs.
---Classes will be Olga Freeman. past
dismissed at 7:30 a.m. state president. gave
at Murray State tsiqiver- the invocation.
sity and administrative
offices on campus will
close at noon for
Thanksgiving holiday.
These all will resume at
normal hours on Dec. 2
----

HAPPY
THANKSGIVING!

sk,

Jacki Willie, third
grade student at East
Calloway, enjoys her
chili served in the school
cafeteria on Western
Day during National
School Lunch Week.

Students, faculty and
food service personnel
of the Calloway County
Schools System
celebrated National
School L-urich Week during the second week of
October. This celebration was shared with 23
million students across
the United States. The
theme for the week was
"Salute to Freedom."
Regional menus were
served each day of the
special week. The
students were intrigued
with new "curly french
fries" served with their
Eastern roast turkey
sandwich on Monday.
The Western chili
menu on Tuesday
brought out cowboy hats
and boots as students.
faculty and staff dressed appropriately for
"Western Day."
'Southern -fried
chicken was served on
edifigday. a day set
aside to salute freedom.
Red, white and blue,
could be seen
everywhere as
cafeterias were
decorated with
American flags,
balloons and prizes
were given to students
dressed in the American
colors.
Each student received
a miniature American
flag standing in their
food choice of the day.
Many faculty members

Jackets
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Hospitals now advertising services more
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
Twin Cities hospitals
are advertising 'loving
arms" or the chance to
"design youx own
private miraclin a
battle for patients that
may tell something
about the future of the
nation's medical
system.
The Twin Cities is
really the hotbed . of
competition in the country and all eyes are on
us to find out if it works
or not." said Geoff
Kaufmann. direetor of
marketing for University of Minnesota
Hospital.
Two big forces are at
work: The area has the
nation's highest percapita enrollment in
health mhintenance
organizations. whrth
have drastically cut
hospital stays for their

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Wr. an remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground
035 4343 or 435 4319
We Now Soul Pit Grovel

GRAVEL
We Haul
Coldwater
Pit Gravel
435-4343
435-4319

members, and the
cities' hospitals usually
have half their beds
empty.
So the hospitals are
marketing their services in ads that range
from helpful to hype.
"North Memorial's
New Emergency Room
Operates at 180 mph."
blares one ad by a
hospital that owns a
helicopter.
"Design your own
private miratle." urges
another hospital pro-

moting its birthing what they have to offer," said John Milton.
rooms.
Television , commer- vice president for
cials feature the "loving marketing at North
arms"- of a third.
Memorial Medical
Other enticements in- center in Robbinsdale.
clude liikury suites with • "Within the metro
large-screen televi- area, there's been a lot
sions, video recorders of advertising on brand
and, gourmet meals or image or name idendelivery rooms where tification - advertising
families are welcome.
that gets your name out
"The survivors in the and associates a certain
health care business are facility's name with
going to have to make high quality," said John
more of an effort to Klein, a health
communicate to people economics analyst.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Mrs. PanwC. Grogan dies Russell Dowdy Sr., 66, dies
Mrs. Pansy Clark
Grogan, 86, of 606 Elm
St., Murray, died Saturday at 6:45 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
Her husband, Charlie
Beasley Grogan, died
Nov. 17, 1972. She had
been employed as a
bookkeeper for the city
of Murray while her late
husband served as city
clerk.
Mrs. Grogan was a
member of First Chris_
tian Church.
Born Sept. 14. 1899, in
McCracken County, she
was the daughter of the

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs 8i: Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barren
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Em Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

-6.08

28% -%

Goodyear

60% +3
/
4

I.B.M.

101/1 +
23 -1
/
4
27% + 1/4
43T/8 Ay,
. .13 unc
/
4
. .22 -1
15% unc
15/
1
2 unc
/
4
54% -1
10% unc
45% .1%
702/4 +%
62% -1%
33 -1
/
4

Jerrico
Kmart
JCPenney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
U.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

Russell Dowdy Sr., 66,
late 'Edwin Clark and
Iva May Champion of 809 Bagwell, Murray,
died today at 1:30 a.m.
Clark.
Survivors include one at Vanderbilt Hospital,
sister, Miss Flossie Nashville, Tenn. .
He was the owner and
Clark, 606 Elm St., Murray:, and two nephews, founder of Uncle Jeff's
J.I. Grogan. Rt. 3, Mur- Discount Store_ which
ray, and Ben Grogan, opened in Murray in
August 1964. An Army
Murray.
Graveside services veteran of World War II,
were Sunday at 2 p.m. at he was a member of
Murray City Cemetery. Bethel United Methodist
Dr. David Roos and Church.
John Dale officiated. --------- Born April -10,-1919;
J H
Churchill Graves County, he was
Funeral Home was in the son of the late J.W.
charge of the Dowdy Sr. and Mary
Alta Sellars Dowdy.
arrangements.
He is survived by- his
wife. Mrs. Katherine
Dowdy, to whom he was
married on April 12,
1941; four daughters,
she was married on Mrs. Jack (Trade)
Aug. 28, 1964; one sister, Hurley, Benton, Mrs.
Mrs. Hafford (Mattie Shelby (Penny)
Jo) Cook, Mayfield; two Underhill, Mrs. Ronnie
brothers, Isaac Tinsley,
Paducah, and Donald (Pam) Woods and Mrs.
Gene Paul (Robin)
Tinsley, Fredonia.
Services will be Tues- Johnson, all of Murray;
day at 1 p.m. in the three sons, G.R. Dorrdy
chapel of Blalock - Jr. and Jeffrey W.
Coleman Funeral Dowdy, both of Murray,
Home. The Rev. Ran- and the Rev. AarrOn
dolph Allen and the Rev. Dowdy, Lovelaceville.
Also surviving are one
Roscoe Feagin will
sister, Mrs. William
officiate.
Burial will follow in (Helen) Russell, Santa
Murra-y Memorial Maria, Calif.; one
brother, J.W. Dowdy
Gardens.
Friends may call at Jr.. Marietta, Ohio; 13
grandchildren.
the funeral home.

Mrs. Ilene Evans, 55; dies

139/
1
4 -%
231/2 unc
34% -%
54%

Mrs. Ilene Evans, 55,
died Saturday at 5:47
p.m. at her home, 202
South 11th St., Murray.
35/
1
4 -1
/
4 Her death followed an
59% +1% extended illness.
10% -1
/
4
She had worked as a
37/
1
4 -1
/
4 telephone
:
operator to!
34% +1
/
4 17 years
with Southern
59 -%
Bell Telephone Co. She
31% + 1/4
was a member of Spring
23% -% Creek
Baptist Church.
17% +3
/
4
Born Npv. 29, 1929, in
7.92
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Euell 'Tinsley and
Ruby Miller Tinsley.
Mrs. Evans is survivSTOCKS -- MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
ed by her husband,
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER S1PC
Brent Evans, to whom

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

STE RADIAL
Ends
Saturday,
Dec.7

•

We're No. 1 in Service
Rudolph's Promise

•We do only the work you authorize
•We return worn-out ports
•We give written warranty with all

work performed

SAVE 25%
Transmission
Service

Save On Steel Belted Radials!
Whitmire
Sin

P185/80R13
P185/75R14
J195/75R14
P205/75R14
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

SALE PRICE
No trade
medal.

$42.70
$45.50
$49.50
$53.80
$54.70
$57.55
$59.40_
$63.10

$2995

$3500

P155/130R13
Whitewall
No trade needed

7
\`7\--couPon=
1

Tiempo Radial
• Flexible sidewalls
deliver a smooth,
comfortable ride
• Steel belted
radial construction
delivers strength,

tread wear, and
fuel efficiency
• Tread designed
to dissipate heat
for tile durability

SAVE 25%
Auto
Winterizing

Everyday Low Prices On These Goodyear Tires!

12
MONTHS
NO FINANCE
CHARGE

Goodyear
Bias Ply

PRICE
DIVIDED

By 12
Monthly
Payment
Minimum '100°

Performance
Radials

ENDS DEC.7

Pickup.Van
& RV Tires

$3160

Lube, Oil
Change and
Filter

39" 713°

wth old tae

155SR12 Btaektvall
With old tire

P185/70R13 Raised White
Letter With old tire

Power
Streak II

G -Metric
Radial

Eagle ST
Radial
tetief Sae

,Ev4,
6
::
,,s;ii.,--old to

P195/70R13

$ 71.95

P195/70814
P205/70814
P215/70814
P225/70814
P225,70R15
P235401415
P205/60R13
P235/601114
P245,60R14
P245,601115
P255'60R15
P275/60F115

$ 79.10
394.06
$ 99.25

Rattordwnae

Vallawall
SUS

=1:131.
RIO WI WS

mid 13
C7814
078,14
F78 14
F /3-14
618-14
H18-141
E7815
178 15 .
6/8-15
M78-15
1.78-1i

$32.90
$35.20
S36.40
537 20
$39.60
$43.05
54580
$3375
$41 10
'$44.20
$46.50
$4485

°walla
Wm

igrnari
win mull

$44.50
155,SR13
$47.75__
165,9.03
175'3/113
$49.55
185SR14
$64.50
165/SR15
- $59.95
'17570SR13
$6030
18tc7OSR13
$5&75
1841703814
$6725

$ 89.75

$ 91.55
$ 94.50
$ 7100
$ 91.55
$ 93.90
$ 97.99
$101.06
$108.16

$ALE PWCE
No trOW
raomeol

670-1511
700-157
650-1617
750-1611
750-167
700-1411
700-1511
750-1611

$ 1000

$43.15
846.90
646.90

Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Eulas
Greer will officiate.
Entombment will
follow in mausoleum at
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at
the funeral hdlne after 3
p.m. Tuesday.

Dunaway's
rites today
in Evansville
The funeral for Jack
Dunaway is being held
today at 2 p.m. in the
East Chapel of Alexander Funeral Home.
Evansville, Ind.
Entombment will
follow in a mausoleum
there.
Mr. Dunaway, 62, of
855 East Riverside Dr.,
Evansville. Ind.,
formerly of Murray.
died Friday in Veterans
Hospital, St. Louis, Mo.
His death followed an
extended illness.
He was the son of the
late Turner Dunaway
and Eva Jackson
Dunaway. He also was
preceded in death by
two sisters. Mrs. Paul
(Lola) Morton and Mrs.
Katherine 'Sims.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Mary Hargis
Dunaway; one
daughter. Mrs. Jackie
Pepper, Evansville,
Ind.; one son. Eddie
Dunaway, San Bernardino, Calif.; five
grandchildren.
Also surviving are
three nieces, Mrs.
Salome . Burris Wynn.
Murray. Mrs. Kevin
Mack. Benton, and Mrs.
Jean Rogers, Florida;
four nephews. Mickie,
Ed, Billy and Donnie
Morton, all of Calloway
County; a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Pearl Allman,
Mississippi; four
brothers-in-law, Henry
and Frank Hargis. Mur-ray, Thomas Hargis.
Paris, Tenn., and Billy
Hargis, Calvert City.

(Cont'd from page 7)
John Quertermous
reported news from Shu
Chen Liang, an International Peace scholar
whom Chapter M had
sponsored for a grant
while she studied to obtain her Master's
degree from Murray
State University and
who since received her
- Doctor of -Philosophy
degree.
Mrs. Harry Sparks
reported that she
recently attended a
meeting of a Chapter in
Lexington.
The next- meeting of
Chapter M will be on
Monday evening, Dec. 2.
in the home of Mrs.
James Lassiter.

SAVE 25%

A 78-13 whitewall

SALE

Small Car
Radials

Russell Dowdy Sr.

Chapter...

AA II

..••••▪ ••

The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-

852.55
659.45
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$7275
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FREE ELECTRONIC
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D

$51.60
$511.15
$95.611
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Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
"Business Is Good"

Murray, Ky. •

-(502) 753-0595
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•

ffeApse
HEARING AID SERVICE*

310 S. 81h St.
Mayfield, Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jerry 0. Wheeler,
Aulhorized Bettor's
Dealer
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Dogs attack woman
HOUSTON (AP) — A on her as ran inside her
43-year-old woman house in northwest
mauled by two pit bull Houston.
terriers in "a bloody
"When-they got to my
massacre" in her front
yard was in good condi- driveway I yelled at
tion after five hours of them to get out of here,"
surgery, but will need Ms. Trahan said. "When
further plastic surgery I yelled, the first one
for her injuries. was airborne," coming
at her.
authorities said.
One ,,dog jumped and
Raylene Smith, ...who
was bitten on her arms bit her armpit, knocking
and legs in the attack her down, and the other
Saturday, broke free attacked her leg. Ms.
when the pit bulls were Trahan said she called
driven off by a Ms. Smith, telling her
neighbor's 'son, who she needed to go to the
fired a pellet gun at hospital, but warning
them and hit them with her about the dogs.
the gun butt.
When Ms. Smith, carThe dogs, which tried rying a crutch to fight
to attack paramedics off the dogs, stepped
out
and officers when they of her house, they
atarrived, were shot to tacked her and knocke
C.H.A.M.P. PROCLAIMED — Donna Herndon
d
and Jan Muller, co-chairs of
death by a police officer her down.
the Children's Health and Mental Protection
organisation, join with
armed with a shotgun.
Meanwhile, Ms. calloway County Judge-Executive George
H. Weaks in proclaiming
police said.
Trahan's son, Chippy.
C.H.A.M.P, the official Calloway County task
force for sexually-abused,
"It was a bloody 16, fired his pellet gun
missing, and exploited children.
at
massacre. There was the dogs from his roof.
blood everywhere," He then jumped to the
Houston Police Depart- ground and hit the dogs
ment spokelman Sgt. with the butt, allowi
ng
Craig Newman said. "I Ms. Smith to break free.
couldn't believe two
"I have no doubt they
dogs could do this much would have killed
C.H.A.M.P. child victims' trust Lovett
her
, Julie Lovins,
damage."
had he not been able to (Children's Health and fund; and
to otherwise Glenda Mansk
The dogs first attack- get them away from Mental
eer,
Protection) was enhance public Larry
Paschall, Dave
ed Frankie Trahan, 41, her," Ms. Trahan said. official
ly designated as awareness of this Robinson,
Joy Waldrop,
Ms. Smith's neighbor. She was treated
and the Calloway County serious problem.
Mike Ward, Judy WhitShe said she saw them released at Hermann Task force
for sexually
Co-chairs of ton and Jenny
Wood.
attacking her cat inr- Ms."" Hospital for dog bites. abused, missin
g, and C.H.A.M.P. are Jan
Robert Martin, CerSmith's yard and turned Her cat was killed.
exploited children by Muller and Donna Hern- tified
Public Accounproclamation of county don. Committee chairs tant
, has also
judge executive George are Ruth Daughday, volunt
eered his services
Weaks this week.
Child Advocacy; to the goroup.
As the official task Vanessa McDaniel,
force, C.H.A.M.P. has Education and
INGLEWOOD, Calif. both attributable to a
the responsibility to pro- Outreach; and Kathy
(AP
— "Big Joe" long battle with
tate Market News Service
vide direction for the Wilson, Problem Fedensl-S
November 23, OM
Turner, the 300-pound diabetes, his wife
community in dealing Identification.
Kentucky Purchase Area Rog Market
- rock 'n roll pioneer who Patricia said.
Report timbales I Baylis( Madam
with the problems; to
Other members of the Receipts:
Act. 1314 Est. 400 Barrows
was the first to
"He had a big,
coordinate resource - ac- C.H.A.M.P. Board of & Otlla .60 lower Sows steady
popularize -Shake. Rat- beautiful God-given
1.2
US
210348 Lbs.
444.40-44.30
tivities within the com- Directors include Dr.
US 1-2 300-310 Lbs.
tle and Roll" and many voice and he didn't need
1143.8044.00
munity: to conduct Clegg Austin, Faye US 2-3 210164 Lbs.
$43.30-44.
00
other hits, has died of any amplification," said
prevention and educa- Austin, Don Brock, John US 3-4 260-2711 Lbs.
$44.31-43.30
Sows
kidney failure. He was Joe Williams, a popular
tional programs; to Dale, Jimmy Erwin, US 1 270420 Lbs.
133.00-34.00
74.
modern blues singer assist, screen
1133.0035.00
, and ap- Brenda Estes, Jerri US 1-3 3014-451) Lbs.
US 1-3 4154-300 Lbs.
The kidney failure who said his singing was
235.0038.00
prove local applications Harrell, Willie Jackson, US 1 3 Over 540 Lb.. 338.00-40.
30
and death Sunday were inspired by Turner's.
to the commonwealth, Wanda Laird, Nancy US 2-3 3114-300 Lbs.
$32.
.04
Soon

C.H.A.M.P. formed in Calloway County to
aid missing, exploited and abused children

Music pioneer dies

Hog market

$30.0431.40
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AIDS students found not to infect
classmates, say Belgian researchers
BRUSSELS, Belgium_
Montagnier said he. researcher.
( AP) — Although wor- could not
identify the
The conclusion that
ried parents have voic- school
where the acquired immune
defied fears that _their resear
ch was done, ciency syndrome cannot
children might be in- because
school officials be spread among
fected with AIDS by had
requested confiden- schoolchildren was reinclassmates with the tiality. The,
children forced by an additional
disease, researchers were
between 3 and 16 finding. The
now have convincing years
old and had lived hemophiliac students
evidence-such transmis- togeth
er for one to three did pass hepatitis B to
sion does not occur.
years.
some healthy
. A three-year study at
He said in a later in- classmates, suggesting
a special boarding terview
-that the that an exchange of
school for sick or han- childr
en with AIDS blood occurred between
dicapped children has were hemoph
iliacs who the students, probably
shown that AIDS - had contra
cted 'it from through scratches on
infected children who blood
transfusions.
their hands, Montagnier
live, eat and study with,
The disease is most said.
Other students will not often
spread through
Hepatitis B is a liver
pass along the disease.
sexual contact, shared infection that is generalThe study was done at needles
or blood ly spread by exchange
a boarding school in transfu
sions. Children of blood, either through
western France where with AIDS
generally transfusions in
about 50 hemophiliac have acquir
ed it either hemophiliacs or through
students — about half of from
blood transfusions shared use of needles by
whom were infected or
from their infected drug abusers.
with the AIDS virus — Mother
s at birth.
The study was not
shared living 'quarters
"None of the other undertaken to deterand classrooms with 70 childre
n have been in- mine whether school
uninfected students, fected
with the AIDS children could transmit
said Luc Montagnier, a virus,"
said Mon- AIDS, but was part of a
virologist at the Pasteur tagnier.
one of the long-term project to
Institute in Paris.
discoverers of the virus monitor the health of the
He mentioned the un- and an
internationally children at the special
published study Satur- known
AIDS school.
day during a symposium on African
AIDS. He said detailed
results of the research
would be published soon
in a medical journal.
AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency syn•Open Tuesday & Wednesday
drome. is an affliction in
•Lunch Only
which the body's, immune system becomes
•Serving 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
unable to resist disease.
We now have Fresh Clam Chowder
AIDS, caused by a
(Louisiana Style)
virus, was first idenGumbo • Creole • Beans • Plus More
tified in male homosexuals, hemophiliacs s_and
Inside Seafood Expragb
intravenous drug
804 Coldwater Rd.
abusers.
st,J0000,
at 5 Points
As of Nov. 18. AIDS
EXPRESS
7536149
had struck 14,862 people
New Pipers: 11 s.a.4 p.a.
in the United States and
Tuesday-Wordily
claimed 7,628 lives since
AIM
.1979. .
111°U1119
-40PI" POW
°

THE
CAJUN CAFE

4-1
212

• ...it Allow

Thanksgiving Dim
Dinier
ner
with all the trimmings
will be served
starting at 11 a.m.

Enjoy our delicious
Thanksgiving dinner
T and all the trimmings.
*Serving dinner starting
at 10:30 a.m.

We are open 4 a.m.-2 p.m.
Thanksgiving Day

Open Thanksgiving Day
5:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

Colonial House
Smorgasbord
will be open

Thanksgiving Day

ccosstopas
Cou"
"
In
./7

1206

Hardin,

714:48444.0604 )

753-2997

11-5
Serving a Traditional
Thanksgiving Buffet with
all your favorites.
*Dessert & Drink Included

Ky.

$5.95
Hwy. 641 North

Come Join
Us For
Thanksgiving
Dinner

University Inn
309 N. 16th 759-4448

Feast
With Us!

GOBBLE
GOBBLE
Serving Time
12:00 noon until 8:00 p.m.
Nov.. 28, 1985

Buffet Prices
Adults—$7.95
Children—'4.95
2 Yrs. or Under no charge

_at;

NIMBI

•

,g

•Jr

{kr

if=

753-8120

Celebrate
With
Thanks

THANKSGIVING
Dinner
*Turkey & Dressing, gravy,
cranberry sauce, mashed
potatoes, green beans, field
peas & snaps, ol' fashioned
cream-style corn, broccoli
with cheese sauce and choice
of pies.
Open 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Thanksgiving Day

Homeplace
Family Restaurant

KENLAKE STATE RESORT
HWY. 94PARK AURORA, KY.

1906 Coldwater

1,
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Some fast-food restaurant chains may pull out of oversaturated market say analysts
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
1AP I — Fast-food chain
restaurants have oversaturated the market to
the point where sonic
companies, especially
the newer ones. may
pull out, analysts say.
.*Consumer spending
for fast food( has just
dried up." said James
Patterson, head of
Louisville.based Pattco
Inc.. an investment firm
whose restaurant franchises include Wendy's,
Flukey Jake's and Chi.

rhi.s. "I've

probably
never seen it turn so
quickly."
After two years of
strong growth, the industry is showing signs
of leveling off in Kentucky and other states.
Sales at Wendy's
restaurants in western
Kentucky. Virginia and
southern Illinois have
fallen 4 percent to 5 percent in recent months
after climbing at
double-digit rates one
year ago.

Kentucky Ventures Wendy's
and Hardees
Inc. is delaying plans to are trying
to combat the
open additional D'tites slowdow
n with cut-rate
restaurants in coupons
and special
Louisville and southern promotio
ns.
California.
There are just too
Kentucky Fried many restaura
nts chasChicken Corp. is having ing too few customer
s,
a record year. but is said Prewitt
Lane, an
enacting a cost-cutting executive
vice president
program that includes at Todd Investm
ent Adlimits on new hirings at visors Inc.
of Louisville.
its Louisville headLane predicted the
quarters and a current slump will
bring
slowdown in new casualties,
with the
restaurant openings.
newer chains being the
Some chains like most likely candidat
es

Legal Notice

PUBLjcpeso
l

TICKNO
ES.W,
4/4

(Editor's Note Public Notice edvertising ploys a one's role both is American history and Is the
process by which this reentry's democrecy is preserved. Its ose premise that people must be
informed if they ore to govern themselves competently. Palk Notice advertising first came into
being with the Congress of 1792. That body, recognizing its responsbillty to the pie*,
required the Postmaster General to advertise for bids for the coastnictios of now post offices.
From that insespisioes begetting to the complex publication reqeirements in federal,state and
local laws today, government offkiels hove come more and more to usderstand their obligation
s
to inform the public through Public Notice advertising. Newspapers over the years hove been the
vehicle by which these obligations have been fulfilled. They will coathme to be as long as the
public diamonds that it be informed frequently and by the best meats possible.)

Introduction
On October 24, 1983, County Judge/Executive George H. Weaks
entered an
order establishing the Calloway Fire Protection District. The District
was
created to provide fire protection for the property and citizens
of the county
who reside within the boundaries of the District. The Board of Trustees
subsequently authorized a tax levy upon the property in the district
for the purpose of defraying the expenses for fire protection. The first real
property taxes
were collected for the month of October 1984 by the Sheriff of Calloway
County
and remitted to the Fire Protection District in November 1984.
The County
Clerk's office began collection of motor vehicle property tax for
the District
in January 1985.
The members of the Calloway Fire Protection District Board
of Trustees
as of June 30, 1985, are as follows:
Lubie Parrish — Chairman
Sam Parker — Secretary
Brent Manning — Treasurer
William B. Miller
Don Hale
All operations and decisions of the District are to be within the
guidelines
provided under KRS 75.010 to 75.260.
November 11, 1985
Board of Trustees
Calloway Fire Protection District
We have examined the balance sheet of the Calloway Fire
Protection
District as of June 30, 1985 and the related statement of revenue,
expenditures,
and changes in fund balances for the period from inception
(October 24, 1983)
to June 30, 1985. Our examination was made in accordance
with generally
accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included such
tests of the ac
counting records and such other auditing procedures as
we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above
present fairly
the financial position of the Calloway Fire Protection District
as of June 30,
1985. and the results of its operations for the initial period
then ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
Respectfully submitted,
Plermand Wright
tiercuwerPriblic Accountants

"There's no sector I of ing undercut by the industry analyst
for the
the restabrant industry
growing popularity of Baltimore brokerage
that's sacred, whether it microwave ovens.
firm of Alex Brown &
be the white tablecloth
"For years, we heard Son Inc.
or the low-end," drive- .of the fear of microwave
The nation's fastest
thru hamburger chains. foods at home. I think growing age
group. 25 to
Lane said. "There are it's finally come," Lane 45, represent the
people
just too many people said. "They are the 1985 who most often
eat
opening their doors in version of TV dinners." away from
home,
the morning, and unEven with the current Rockwell said.
questionably, some of slump, the fast-food inLane said growth also
them won't be opening dustry will continue to should nontinue
for
their doors next year."
gain customers, said chains in fields that ofLane also said fast- Steven Rockwell, a vice fer little competit
ion.
food chain,sales are be- president and fast-food He 'mentioned Jerrico

Minister says pornography can be fought
WILMORE, Ky. (AP
he was ready to go with Methodists delegates
— A minister leading a television boycott."
against losing the war
the nationwide fight
He said that soft porn by inactivity or apathy.
against pornography is on the decline and if
"Fight back for
says the weapons are the trend continues, righteousness and
available to eliminate it, hard-core pornography decency. Fight back,
if Christians will use would folllow.
and you will win," Kelly
them.
Wildmon said said Friday.
"All it takes are the representatives of
He said Cincinnati is
churches, one informed, Playboy and Penthouse the best example of how
dedicated vice squad magazines told Adver- a community can clean
cop and one competent tising Age their sales up pornography.
prosecutor, and you can were hurting and named
"The churches got
wipe it outt" says the his organization as one
together and put the
Don Wildmon, reason. Through local
heat on. They had one
directoebf the National chapters, the group has
great vice lieutenant,
Federation of Decency. boycotted many conveand he busted chops day
The hangup for nience stores that sell
after day. The porchurch leaders has been the magazines.
nographers said, 'We
understanding the
Retired FBI agent
can go someplace else,'
seriousness of the pro- William Kelly estimated
and they did."
blem, Wildmon told an pornography was a $7
Asbury College con- billion to $8 billion
New Jersey proference on por- business annually and secutor Lynn Caterson
nography, violence and said the biggest money said it was time the
Christian values.
producer "is the 25 church got its hands dirThe conferegce, spon- cents dropped in peep- ty in the real world.
sored by the General show machines."
"For too long, the
Board of Church and
Kelly cautioned the church has been stuck
Society of the United more than 300 United with its head in the
Methodist Church, ended Saturday.
"I know the grass
roots and the top leaderLOUISVILLE, Ky. worry and frustrations.
ship, and they are of one
(AP) — William "but we have also exmind," Wildmon said.
"One denominational Schroeder, who receiv- perienced some wonderhead told me this week ed an artificial heart ful -moments with Dad
one ytar ago today, re- that would not have
mains bedridden by a been possible without
Business Deductions
third debilitating the artificial heart,"
This year may be the
stroke, but his son says said Mel Schroeder, the
last year to get
he hopes the .setback patient's eldest son.
investment tax credit
Buy now in 1985
will benefit future heart
Schroeder, who
Dwain Taylor
patients.
became the second perChevrolet, Inc.
The Schroeders have son ever to receive a
S. 12th St. Murray 753 2617
had to contend with permanent plastic-and -

Cash
Taxes Receivable
Total Assets

$1,916.45
Liabilities and Fund Balance

Liabilities
Fund Balance
Total Liabilities and Fund Balance

"One reason there's
so much violence, sexual abuse and child
molestation is because
the church hasn't quite
got its values straight,"
Mrs. Caterson said.
"We haven't talked
about it, and we haven't
dealt with the facts. We
exaggerate or try to find
scapegoats."

metal Jarvik-7 heart
last Nov. 25, is recovering from his third stroke
on Nov: 10 at Humana
Hospital Audubon.
The 53-year -old
retired federal
employee from Jasper,
Ind., made some progress in the past week,
is moving his limbs and
recognizing familiar
people.

CC

0
0

NO DOWN
PAYMENT
NO FINANCE
CHARGE FOR
12 MONTHS

C.

a
0
0

$1,871.79
44.66

sand,- Mrs. Caterson
said. "We'll make an
impact as churches only
when we get the facts
and get involved."
Mrs. Caterson, the
chairwoman of the
Board of Church and
Society in the Southern
New Jersey Conference,
contended that sexual
assault is not a crime of
sex but of violence.
The answer to keeping
the family healthy, Mrs.
Caterson satd, is the
church

Schroeder marks one year with artificial heart

Calloway Fire Protection District
Balance Sheet
June 30, 1985
Assets

Inc.. the Lexington
owner and franchiser of
Long John Silver's
Seafood Shoppes.
Lane said it is the only
fast-food seafood company that can truly call
itself a national chain.
As the slowdown
thwarts the growth of
others, Long John
Silver's should see its
position in the quickservice fish business
strengthen, Lane Said.

0.

a

$ -01,916.45
$1,916.45

Calloway Fire Protection District
Statement of Revenue, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund
Balance
For the Period October 24, 1983 to June 30, 1985

5.

.
4.

•
•

•

I

$3,624.43

Expenditures:
Fire Protection
Bonding
Printed Checks
Total Expenditures

$1,644.34
55.83
7.81

$1,916.45

Fund Balance — Beginning of Period
Fund Balance — June 30, 1985

-0$1,916.45

The notes to the financial statements are an integral part
of this

statement.

Calloway Fire Protection District
Notes to Financial Statements
•

Note I — Summary of Significant Accounting Policies:
The financial statements of the Calloway Fire Protection District
has been prepared on the modified accrual basis. Revenues that
are both measurable and available to finance operations during
the
year are accrued and those not susceptible to accrual are recorded when cash is received. Expenditures or expenses are accrued
in the period in which the liability is incurred except for certain
unmatured debt.
Note 2 — Taxes Receivable:
Taxes Receivable represents motor vehicle tax collections-for
June 1986 actually received from the county clerk's office In.July
1985
Note 3 — Contract for Fire Protection Services
On January 1, 1985. the District contracted with Calloway County Fire Rescue, Inc., to provide fire protection services. The contract expires. December 31. 1985.
Note4 — Connidtments-At June 30, 1985. the District had no substantial outstanding
commitments.

UD •LPH GOODYEAR HAS GONE

Excess of Revenue Over Expenditures

RAZY

1,707.98

Rudolph Goodyear
is giving away a yr.
of free credit.
To Qualified Buyers

(Excluding Truck Ikea MO minimum)

Here's the chance to get Whirlpool Appliances
(Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers, Microwaves,
Dishwashers, Stoves, etc.) with 12 months free
credit. No finance charge and no down payment.

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
"Business is Good

Murray, Ky.
We Have A Worming Team

(502)753-0595
Quality, Quantity & Price

RUDOLPH GOODYEAR HAS GONE CRAZY!
04

kilf AO • •

$3,245.36
320.12
58.95

•AZVId3 3N00

Real Property Taxes
Motor Vehicle Taxes
Interest
Total Revenue

H100 -

Revenue
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We wish you and your family a Happy...

froffittt

Items and prices in this ad effective
Nov. 25th thru Nov. 28th in:

Murray, Ky.
Quantity right reserved. None sold to
dealers. Copyright 1985. The Kroger Co.

WE WILL BE

OPEN
UNTIL 3:00 P.M.

THANKSGIVING DAY
THURSDAY, NOV. 28,1985

Grade 'AP Basted 18-Lbs. & Up

Riverside
Tom pound
Turkeys

Kroger Ready To Bake

Sprite, Tab, Diet Coke or Reg.

Brown 'n Serve
Rolls

Coca
Cola

11 oz. pkgs.

2 liter bottle

88c

$1100
for
LIMIT ONE TURKEY WITH OTHER PURCHASES

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
-

• "1" ": •

Sirloin
Tippound
Roast

DN,

g

cx

LOOK FOR THE
SCISSORS

6-

dozen

Cake Mixes

BONELESS
U.S.D.A. Choke Grail Fed Beef Bootless Cry-O-Vac

181/2 oz.
box

994

59c

Frozen Stewing or

Baking
Hens

Folgers Coffee

$1199 4

pound

79c

Grade A Basted 10 tits & Up

Butterball Turkeys

[•IN THE DELI DEPT •

water added

Glazed Ham
%Ana
stia

Boneless Hams

lb $169

3 1
7 to 9-lb. avg.
Half Ham
99

lb.

Kraft Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA
CREAM CHEESE

FREE

When You Buy a Fully Prepared

PUMPKIN
PIE

Turkey Dinner

Includes—One 9-11 Lb.Turkey
4 Lbs. Cornbread Dressing,
1 Quart Giblet Gravy, &
1 Lb. Cranberry Relish
only

I

Country Pride

Fancy

Assorted Colors

Fully Cooked
Turkeys

Fruit
Baskets

Flowering
Mums

starting from

6' 2 inch pot

Cream
Cheese

•

8 oz PK9

79c

Serves 8 to 10$2495

(BUTT PORTION...lb. $1.19)
Morrell Golden Smoked WA* or Old Virginia

Fully Baked - Already Sliced

lb

Shank-Half
Ham

Quartered
Country Club
7za Buy!!

P$159

99C

Fully Cooked 19 to 23 Lb. Whole or

Medium
Eggs

Pillsbury 5 Lb. Bag of Plain or Self-Rising1
Flour or Assorted Pillsbury Plus

St
99

Beef Brisket

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' Kroger

"New Crop" California Seedless

Navel
Oranges
113 Size - each

Pound
9
9
9

•

7
9
9

g
13
norTEPAPOLiCY Eacn of these items us required to be reaclov avaliabie for sate in eacn kroger storeexceot

FREE!24 oz. container of Younkers
Cranberry Salad with purchase

. ASSUeCificAlly noted in thisod It we 00 run Out Of An acfvertosea item we will offer YOU vOur choice of A
cOrrIpAr.lt)le item *nen AvailAbie reflecting the same savings Or A RAunchoCIE which will A110•V YOU tO OLII
Chase the artvertiSed item at the advertised price within IC days Limit nne vendor Coupon per item
_. •
Or

"

(BAG OF 10...$1.29)

U S No I Ge11111111P

Idaho Potatoes

"blab9

$
199

PS
;1.11OPOOlOWOOOOMIO.O.NOOOPOOvroarr.-

•Noommenomermegareognamenepoop—,
•011
,

vtgroomiterlialigrwort•••••-•••

.40

•

-40111111111111.1818111111111116,-.
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FARM AND AG NOTES

Meierray Ledger & Times

Bank consolidation materials will be mailed soon
Consolidation
complete details about
materials, including the any proposed consolidaproposed Agreement of tion. "Though thy size of
Consolidation, a Pro- the packet may be imxy/Ballot and associa- posing, we encourage
tion finanical informa- members to read the
tion will be mailed short- material
carefully
ly
to before voting," noted
stockholder/members.of Robert Hester, Board
The Federal Land Bank Chairman for the Fourth
Association of Mayf1eld. Farm Credit District
Federal and Farm Board.
Credit Administration
"Although
your
governing association board does
laws
cooperative consolida- not support all aspects of
tion votes require that the one association constockholder/ members
l
cept, we suggest that our
receive very specific and member/borrowers read

the information and vote
on the issue, either by
Proxy ballot or by attending
the
special
December 12 meeting."
noted Brady Williamson,
Chairman
of
the
Mayfield Federal Land
Bank Association Board
of Directors.
According to Hester,
"consolidation to one
districtwide FLBA and
one districtwide PCA
with jointly managed
local offices offers us the
best opportunity to remain a reliable source Of

Case International 1896 8 2096 Tractors

The latest in
turbo technology,
lugging ability,
fuel efficiency!
he ^igh-torque diesel engines in 189b and
,actors are the result of the latest
2096 '
clieseJ and turbocharging technology, plus
oomputer -assisted design and manufacturing techniques They re engines that
combine outstanding lugging ability with
exception& tuei efficiency reliability and
smooth operation

5%
A.P.R.

soft spongy fields and slippery feedlots. With
more traction and more pulling power at your
command you II get more output from your
implements. accomplish more work every
hour. every day and squeeze more work out
of each gallon of fuel
As this plus advanced instrumentation that
helps you work more efficiently and the extra
comfort and cdnvenience that only a Silent
Guardian cab can provide

Opbonal Machanocal Front Drab(NM puts
the dower tc more ethcient use especially in

1934
Serving.
You
51
Years:

A fresh team for today's farmer
•--•

—
1985

III

economy continues to
deteriorate, consolidation will not guarantee
the continued strength of
the district," says
Hester. "But right now,
it shows that we're working
hard
to
help
ourselves - something we
must do as we seek
government assistance."
Stockholders will have
the opportunity to vote in
person at the December
12 meeting to be held at
the Julian Carroll Exposition
Center
in
Mayfield at 1 p.m.; or
they can-Mail in the proxies, as explained in the
package they receive.
All proxy votes Must be
delivered to the local
association
headquarters no later than
the close of business on
December 10 in order for
them to count in the
baliothig.
Anyone wanting more
information about the
One Assocation Concept
should contact their local
Land Bank/PCA office.

- • cAli
Al eitt
—

• """
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DIVERSION DITCH — Rick Murdock, right, is standing in the channel
and Brent Miller, left, with the Soil Conservation Service, is standing on the
ridge top of Murdock's newly constructed diversion ditch on his farm
southwest of Lynn Grove. Approximately 400 feet of ditch was installed this
fall to stop erosion on cropland by diverting hillside surface water.
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Senate approves hodgepodge of changes

A

1896. 95 PTO hp'
2096. '15 PTO hp*

Come in and ask us
for more information about
these Case International tractors.

agricultural credit in this
area."
.This plan is part of the
nationwide effort of the
Farm Credit System to
strengthen itself financially and become more
efficient in the face of the
continuing decline in the
agriculture economy.
In addition to the increased efficiency, consolidation helps protect
FLBA and PCA stock
that farmers purchase
when they
borrow
money. It allows the
pooling of reserves of the
associations. This can
benefit
individual
stockholder/members
because it spreads the
financial risk throughout
the entire district.
"By consolidating, we
strengthen our financial
position and become as
efficient as possible,"
says Hester. "Yet the
most important decision
- the loan decision- will
remain at the local office."
"If the agricultural

OR
Interest
Waiver
Until
10-1-86

McKee! Equipment Co.
MURRAY — 503 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

• WASHINGTON (API
— The Senate has approved an unusual
hodgepodge of farm bill
changes, keeping alive
the Reagan administration's hope for an
agriculture policy that
eventually would wean
farmers from federal
subsidies.
The lawmakers,
voting 56-41. on Wednesday gave Majority
Leader Robert Dole the
power to represent them
in negotiations with the
House and to settle the
most contentious policy
issues in that forum,
rather than On the
Senate floor.
They did so by approving Dole's unorthodox grab-bag that in-

eluded enough goodies
to buy the majority he
had been unable to
achieve in negotiations
through the two
previous weeks on a 1985
farm bill. Dole
acknowledged the
package was designed
more to get votes than to
set future farm policy.
"At least we made a
big step ... toward getting a farm bill this
year," Dole said.
"We've got a long way
to go."
The move skirted, the
chamber's deep division
over what to do about
future farm income subsidies by including both
a proposal for a fouryear freeze on current
payment levels and

another calling for a
one-year freeze followed
by annual 5 percent
reductions.
That issue will have to
be settled when the
Senate and House conferees meet to work out
their differences. The
House bill would provide for a five-year subsidy freeze.
Dole's package also
included a new $35-anacre subsidy, for 1985
only, for qualifying soybean producers, increased forgiveness of
federal loans to rice
grow-ers, higher
disaster, payments for
soybeans and sugar
crops damaged by bad
weather., new
guaranteed minimums

on income subsidies for gressional Budget Ofgrains and even a new fice estimated the
subsidy for growers of overall package would
sunflowers.
result in three-year say- •
ings of $6 billion in"It was expensive," cluding $2.7 billion
said one senior staff realized from, the subaide,.although the Con- sidy cuts.

Electric bills up 6.1 percent
WASHINGTON •(API
— Farmers' average
monthly electric bills
are op 6.1 percent from
last year, but telephone
bills are on hold at 1984
levels, according to an
annual survey by the
Agriculture
Department.
The random samples
are conducted in July by
the department's

Statistical Reporting
Service in each state except Alaska and Hawaii
and then computed to
get national averages.
According to the 1985
figures, which were
recently included in a
monthly price report,
the average farm electric bill was $10.1 a
month, up from $98 last
year.
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Lee Kinsolving:

"OUR PRIME LENDING RATE IS 9.50%
ARE YOU PAYING MORE ON YOUR HOME
MORTGAGE LOANS THAN PRIME?"
Now is the time to restructure
your existing mortgage loans
at Republic Savings Bank.
Take advantage of the money
that you have in your home,
call us about refinancing your
existing loans or get a new
Home Equity Loan at our
lower rates.

Nov. 25-Nov. 30
Big savings over and above regular preseason discounts on car, truck and tractor
fires, including the popular Agri-Radial. Extra
discounts on batteriemils and greases too.
Also,field fencing in all popular sizes, 15 2
and 12 gauge barb wire, high tensilefence
and 1-posts. And you'll pocket big savings on
wood products,including barn poles,wood
posts and treated lumber. In addition, prices
on tillage tools of all kinds will be reduced.
We're pooling all our orders to give you even
greater savings on freight.
Discounts on American made bearings for
all your farm equipment too. And prices on
paint have also been cut deeply.
How can we offer you such great savings?
Our buying staff will be attending a product
show in December to place orders for spring
merchandise.if you give us your order before
we go, we will pass these big savings on to
you. Come see.. come save. It's the entire
week of November 25. Don't miss it!

Lee Kinsolving
President

REPUBLIC
Sa‘ings Bank
(502) 527-1447 Benton
Open Saturday Until Noon
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Countries' action may increase nuclear weapons in South Asia

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Pakistan is on the
threshold of having
atomic weapons and
there is evidence that
India may respond by
building its own nuclear
arsenal, according to a
study released today.
Actions taken by both
of the long-time enemies
mean the threat of
nuclear proliferation
"in South Asia grew
substantially during the
past year, concluded the
Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace.
The private, nonprofit organization
pointed to the IndiaPakistan situation as

one of the most
threatening to the effort
to stem the spread of
nuclear weapons around
the world.

States, the Soviet Union,
China, Britain, and
France. A sixth, India,
exploded a single
nuclear device in 1974
but has always mainThe study was written tained that
it was for
by Leonard Spector,
"peaceful" purposes.
author of the group's
Meanwhile, several
first non-proliferation
other nations-are widely
study issued in 1984 and considere
d to nave or be
a former Senate staffer
near possessing nuclear
who helped draft the
weapons, including
1978 U.S. law pro- Pakistan
, Israel and
hibiting American South
Africa.
nuclear aid to countries
India and Pakistan
which might use it to have
fought three wars
develop weapons.
since 1947 when the two
There are five nations nations were created
which have admitted out of the partitioning of
possession of atomic the former British colweapons: the United ony. After India explod-

ed its device in 1974,
Pakistan responded by
starting an aggressive
effort to develop a
nuclear capability.
While Pakistan has
since denied it is trying
to develop weapons, it
has taken a number of
steps consistent with
such a goal.
In the past year, the
report noted, Pakistani
President Zia ul-Haq
has announced that his
nation has succeeded in
enriching uranium at its
Kahuta enrichment
plant outside the
capital, Islamabad.
While the enrichment

National Bible Week goal
to increase study of Bible
By GEORGE W.CORNELL
AP Religion Welter

"You come to the Bible with your heart, of
course," purrs the
husky voice of actress
Patricia Neal, who then
invites, "But come to
the Bible with your
mind, too."
Along with the sinuous
tones, artworks of the
ages appear on the TV
screen. "The history of
Western civilization
begins in these pages.
Our laws. Our sense of
charity. Our art. Our
music.
"Our knowledge of the
remarkable people
whose lives still enrich
our literature." The
throaty appeal weaves
around the scenes.
"Yes, come to the Bible
to learn. Knowledge —
like faith — is a truly
Joyful possession."
The images and voice
are part of a 30-second,
public service television
spot to air on many stations next week as part
of National Bible Week,
an annual interfaith
drive by business and
professional lay people,
now in ita sath year.• Its theme this time,
expressed in widely
listributed literature
and Rublication ads as
well as radio and TV
spots: "Bring your
mind as well as your
heart to the Bible."

Aimed at motivating
Bible reading and study
and to bolster founding
principles of the nation,
the campaign features
photo and essay contests, exhibits, Bible
reading marathons and
observances in
thousands of
communities.
Many mayors and
governors join in proclaiming the week,
along with a line of U.S.
presidents, beginning
with Franklin D.
Roosevelt. As
customary, President
Reagan this time is
honorary chairman.
Proclaiming the Nov.
24 — Dec. 1 week, he
said "we sometimes
forget that for most of
America's history, the
only book most
Americans possessed
was the Bible... It formed not only our moral
habits but even our
language."
With the present-day
flood of books, he said,
"The Bible remains far
and away the most
popular of all books...

1985

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
to the present 50 percent; Reagan wanted a
maximum 35 percent.
Most Americans would
pay a rate of 15 percent
or 25 percent.
The Ways and Means
bill keeps the costly
deduction for state and
local taxes paid, which
the president wants to
repeal; it permits
larger interest deductions, including a
writeoff of mortgage interest on a second home,

than he likes, and it reDEAR DR. GOTT — My brother-injects his demand that
law, 37, was recently in an auto acciseveral employer-paid dent. While he was in the
hospital, the
worker fringe benefits doctor said he was going to treat him
be taxed.
for myositis. My family has never
The bill raises the per- heard of that disease. Can you tell me
sonal exemption to what it is and if the accident caused it?
$2,000 for those who do DEAR READER — Myositis is simnot itemize deductions ply muscle irritation. It could have
and to $1,500 for those caused by the trauma your brother-inlaw experienced during the accident. I
who do. It boosts the suggest
you wait and see how he feels
standard deductions, in several weeks before
becoming
which benefit those who alarmed about his myositis, which
don't itemize, to $4,800 may be only a temporary condition.
for couples and $2,950 DEAR DR. GOTT — I attended a
health fair recently. Blood was taken
for single people.

Radio limit

for analysis. My report showed high
triglycerides (587) and cholesterol
(367). I am a 76-year-old female, 160
pounds, 5 feet 8, a diabetic and a vegetarian. I'm puzzled by these results.
DEAR READER — Diabetics have
high blood fats, so I'm not surprised by
your triglycerides and cholesterol.
Nonetheless, your values are quite elevated, and I wonder if your physician
might not urge your to lose a few
pounds. This could improve your diabetic control. Also, you don't mention
whether you are on diabetes medicine.
With high blood fats, your sugar, too,
may be high and your medication may
have to be adjusted upward — or perhaps you should be started on one of
the oral agents. In any case. I'm sure
your doctor will want to take some action once he obtains your health-fair
data.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I heard a doctor on TV say there is now'a medication to help people who suffer from
raw nerve ends caused by shingles.
What can you tell me about this'
DEAR READER — I don't know
precisely what the TV doctor was referring to. I do know, however, that
more and more doctors are now using
cortisone for shingles. The medicine
appears to help prevent the nerve pain
(neuralgia) that may accompany (and
follow) shingles.

dian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi declared that
he was reconsidering
his nation's policy of not
building a nuclear
arsenal, the study
noted.
Neither India nor
Pakistan has signed the
1968 . Nuclear Non Proliferation Treaty.

DEAR DR. GOTT — I was told I
have a very rare disease that they had
seen in cats, but not in many human
beings chronic intestinal pseudo-obstruction. It causes my colon to swell
up like a balloon, and when this happens, my colon does not function. I'm
very sick with this a lot of times and
have real bad pain. I have had six operations and was told the next one
would take my life. What is this'
Would seeing another doctor help me'
Will I have to live on IVs the rest of my
life"
DEAR READER — Although intestinal pseudo-obstruction may be common'to cats, it is rare in humans. In
view of your unusual disease, it seems
sensible to me for you to see a specialist who is familiar with such ailments_
Perhaps some sort of tube treatment
or medication would help ease the episodes of distention you are experiencing. That option is certainly preferable to a seventh operation
Send your questions to Dr. Gott in
care of this newspaper at P.O. Box
91428, Cleveland, OH 44101. Due to
volume of mail, individual questions
cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will be answered in future columns.
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From Any Room

Great gift for yourself or a loved one!
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lines. #43-545 FCC registered
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Plug in Program Paks for Education,
Games, Personal Producth4ty
Incredible value on the ideal "first" computer for you or your family!
Vivid colors, arcade-style graphics, sound effects. Features full 16K
memory and built-in BASIC language. Expandable. #26-3134
64K Extended Color Computer 2. #26-3127.
Reg. 219.95
Sale 159.95
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Dual-Alarm Clock Radio

Novao-15 by Realistic
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Working couples will love it! Features two
different wake-up times, fast/slow forward/
reverse time-set, battery backup if AC fails.
Fluorescent display. #12-1552

Saw $80 on a pair! Tuned-port design with
foam-surround 8^ long-throw woofer and 21/2"
dynamic tweeter. 19 x 103/4 x 71/27 #40-4034
.

Backup battery extra

AM/FM Stereo Headset

,.

Folding Multitester

By Realistic

Enjoy Superb FM Stereo
And AM Anywhere You Go
What a value! Great for listening to the playby-play at the game. Comfortable padded
earcushions. #12-199 elegem ware.
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Deluxe LCD Solar Calculator
EC-440 by Radio Shack

41%
Off

21188 888
Reg. 29.95

Reg. 39.95
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Give a loved one extra,"road insurance" and
get 43% off! A flip of a switch gives instant access to CB Emergency Channel 9 for help, directions, road conditions. #21-1537
_

27%
Off
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"Owing to the also significant because
pecularities of the reactors which produce
enrichment process," power are fueled 4403
the most difficult part is percent enriched
getting started, it said, uranium, the report
and "upgrading this noted. Uranium enrichmaterial to the high- ed beyond the 3 percent
enriched level (needed level has no use except
for bombs) requires far in weapons.
fewer steps."
In light of the
The 5 per cent level is Pakistani actions, In-

Myositis may be
only temporary

White House analyzing tax reform plan
WASHINGTON (AP) Senate, said criticism
— The Reagan ad- from Reagan at this
ministration is analyz- point "would be enough
ing a far-reaching tax to kill tax reform in the
bill produced by the House." That would dim
House Ways and Means the president's chances
Committee, trying to of winning the top
determine if the presi- legislative goal of his sedent can provide the en- cond term.
dorsement congresThe Democratic sional leaders Say is controlled House is exnecessary to keep the pected to consider the
tax-overhaul drive bill the week of Dec. 8.
alive.
The Ways and Means
For the moment, says Committee met for two
White House Chief of months behind closed
Staff Donald T. Regan, doors before reaching
"I'm not sure we can ac- agreement on the bill —
cept it," noting the corn- one that required comittee made major promise on several key
changes in the bill at the elements in the plan
last minute before ap- that Reagan had sent to
proving it Saturday Congress last May.
morning.
Still, it would cut
"What does it do to in- taxes for most people;
vestment, savings and produce the same
incentives?" Regan revenue as present law,
asked Sunday on "Face as Reagan demanded;
the Nation" on CBS-TV. reduce individual and
"We haven't had time to corporate tax rates,
really examine that."
though not as much as
In announcing final the president wants and
approval, Rep. Dan increase the personal
Rostenkowski, D-Ill., exemption and standard
the committee chair- deductions, Also, it
man, pleaded with would crack down on
Reagan not to make a well-to-do investors and
harsh, snap judgment profitable companies
that could kill the bill. that use legal means to
"Our bill is a victory of reduce their tax liability
cooperation over con- below the level paid by
frontation," he told most middle-income
reporters. "It is a bipar- families.
tisan measure."
Altogether, the
Rep. John J. Duncan measure would repreof Tennessee, senior sent the most sweeping
Republican, added that revision of the income
while the committee tax since it was enacted
and Rostenkowski did in 1913.
their best, GOP
The bill would cut inmembers "believe that dividual taxes by about
our opportunity for real $135 billion over five
reform was lost in the years — and shift that
process."
burden to corporations.
Several congressional It would reduce the
leaders expect Reagan average individual tax
to urge House approval by 8.4 percent in 1987;
of the bill in hopes the the president's plan
Senate, where would have meant an
Republicans are in con- average 10.5 percent
trol, will do a better job. cut.
Sen. Bob Packwood,
The maximum inR-Ore., who will control dividual tax rate would
the bill if it gets to the be 38 percent, compared

level was only 5 percent
rather than the 90 percent needed for
weapons, "the ability to
produce it amounted to
a declaration that
Pakistan was, in principle, capable of producing weapons -range
uranium," the study
noted.
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FACOS OF DEFEAT — (Above) Frank Reamer didn't like the taste of
defeat, especially when he heard the newsthat the Racers had 12 men on the
field with 1:38 left in Saturday's game at Western Kentucky. (Right photo)
Murray State seniors like Kevin Sisk (far right) and Lee McCormick (bowed
head) suffered through the 21-25 upset which saw their hopes for a playoff bid
dashed.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Playoff phone call doesn't come as Racers lose to WKU,27-25
If it takes all the future
we'll live through the past;
If the phone doesn't ring,
it's me.
Jimmy Buffett
1885 MCA Records, Inc.
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — All they had to do
was win.
Win and they go to the playoffs. Lose and they
spend Thanksgiving at home, watching the rest
of the gridiron season on television.
A victory over host Western Kentucky would
have assured Murray State of a trip to the NCAA
Division 1-AA playoffs with an 8-2-1 record.
,The
Racers, tied for 7th in the last 1-AA poll, were
shoo-ins for one of four at-large berths — if only
they could beat Western in the last regular
season game.
But they didn't. Murray State squandered
away a shot at the playoff by losing, 27-25, to the
Hilltoppers last Saturday.
They dropped 10 places in the final 1-AA poll to
No.17 and Akron, at 8-3 overall, got the at-large
invitation as the No.2 team from the Ohio Valley
Conference behind No.1 ranked and undefeated
Middle Tennessee.
The coveted telephone call from the 1-AA
playoff Committee didn't reach the Murray State
hopefuls on Sunday afternoon. The season was
over.
To put it simply, according to MSU head coach
Frank Beamer, the Racers "just didn't get the
job done."
"We've won a lot of big ballgames, too, but today was a big, big loss for us at Murray State.
It's a tough one to take. We did some things today
that weren't becoming to a good football team,"
Beamer added in a post-game interview.
When the heat gets on you, you've got to per-

TWO FOR TWO
Stanley Howard only
caught two passes from
Kevin Sisk against
Western Kentucky, but
the Murray State
receiver hauled in both
for touchdowns in a
27-25 loss on Saturday.
Howard accounted to 55
of the Racers' 456 total
yards against WKU.
Photo by Jim Rector

form. We didn't do that today. We had an opportunity to be one of the 12 best (1-AA ) teams in the
country and we let it get away."
The Racers were victims of their own inabilities all day long. The miscues were as
varied as they were numerous.
Paul Hickert kicked a 52-yard field goal, his second longest effort of the year, but missed two
from 37- and 31-yards. Another fake field goal attempt,from 33-yards out,was thwarted when the
snap dribbled back to holder'Kevin Sisk and he
was thrown for a loss.
And the disaster continued.
Sisk passed for 310 yards by completing 24 of 39
passes, including three for touchdowns. But, he
also threw an interception on the WKU 7 that was
returned 38 yards and set up the 'Toppers' first
field goal. Later, Sisk was sacked and fumbled
the ball on the Murray 19 to set up Western's first
touchdown.
The Racers had a chance to tie the game with
2:42 left when Sisk connected on a 9-yard scoring
pass to Lee McCormick. Sisk then attempted to
pass for a tying 2-point PAT, but the intended
receiver Rodney Payne was tackled on the
2-yard line by Vernard Johnson to preserve the
victory.
Despite his errors, Sisk was named the Ohio
Valley Conference offensive player of the week.
The Murray defense wasn't without its share of
oddities either. Twice on the same drive Racer
outside linebackers dropped interception passes
with nothing but daylight ahead of them. Later in
the game another pass was deflected off one
linebacker's hands and bounced into the arms of
a Western receiver for a 15-yard gain.
Also, Tim Broady blocked a punt in the
Western end zone, then couldn't quite control the
ball before it slid out the back of the goal. The
Racers did get two points for a safety, but a
touchdown at that juncture would have given
MSU a 25-24 lead with 13:14 to play.

The clincher was a 15-yard penalty against the
MSU special teams unit for having 12 players on
the field. The punt return unit, called the 'Pride
and Joy' squad because of its big play abilities,
was embarrassed by the penalty which allowed
WKU to control the ball instead of punting with
1:38 remaining in the game. ,
"I can't ever remember us having 12 men on
the field in that situation," Beamer lamented.
"It's unbelievable. That never should have
happened."
MSU defensive coordinator Mike Mahoney
was equally disturbed.
"We never should have allowed this to happen.
Western Kentucky is not good enough to score 27
points against us. We had them down, but we let
them off the hook. I can't believe it."
Western, on the other hand, was celebrating
what second-year head coach Dave Roberts called, "One of the best wins, if not THE best win,
I've ever been around."
Roberts continued, "It seems everything
we've been experiencing bad this season turned
around and Went good for us todax."
The Hilltoppers finished their sekson at 4-7.
Adding a triumphant note to the stunning upset
was the record-setting performance ,of 'Topper
quarterback Jeff Cesarone. Cesarone completed
31 of 51 passes for 338 yards, giving him a total2of
4,283 yards in two seasons. His two TD passes
gave him 18 for the season, a school record.
Cesarone, who threw no interceptions Saturday, completed the season with just seven in 447
passing attempts, for a 1.566 percentage. That
broke the single-season record of 1.65 percent set
in 1981 by Jim McMahon, formerly of Brigham
Young and now of the Chicago Bears.
The 'Toppers were obviously fired up for
Saturday's season finale for both teams, but
Roberts said he instructed his team not to worry
about the outcome.
"We knew they had to beat us to go to the

playoffs, but we didn't know if they had to win
convincingly. I just told our kids before the game
that the pressure was off us and to go out and
have a good time. We had nothing to lose and
everything to gain,'" Roberts said.
The Western gain was Murray's loss and as
Racer senior wide receiver Lee McCormick put
it, "All we had to do was win. It seems we were
able to drive all the way down the field and then
we'd mess up."
Sisk put it a little more bluntly, "I guess it just
wasn't meant to happen."
Murray St.
Ir7 10 411 08 — 25
W.Kentucky
MI 10 1403—fl
MUR — Howard 18 pass from Sisk 4Hickert kick ;
WKU — FO 31 Maher
WKU — Jones 7 pass from Ceaarone
MUR — Howard 37 pass from Sisk 4Hickert kick ;
MUR — PG 52 Hickert
WKU — Miller 2 run (Maher kick)
WKU — Mullins 8 pass from Cesarone
MUR — Safety Broady blocked punt out of end zone
WKU — PG 25 Maher
MUR — McCormick 9 pass from Sisk pass failed;
A — 11,000
First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing yards
Return yards
Passes
Punts
Fumbles.lost
Penalties-yards
Time of Poss

Mil'R
WK('
25
24
39-146
31-54
310
33*
24
42
24 39 1
31 51 0
3.45
7.31
0-0
0-0
7-75
55
5052
2908

INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING — Murray St . Payne 19-93 W Kentucky. Miller 18-70
PASSING — Murray St , Sisk 24-39.1.310 W Kentucky Cesarone
31-514-388.
RECEIVING — Murray St., McCormick 13.193, Howard 2-55 W Ken
tucky, Jones 10-128, Mullins 10.118

Division 1-AA Poll
MISSION, Kan. (AP) — The top 20 teams in
the weekly Division I-AA football poll of the National Collegiate Athletic Association, with
first-place votes in parentheses, season records
through Nov. 23, and total points in the
balloting:
1.Middle Tennessee
(4i
11-0-0
80
tie Furman,S.C.
10-1-0
74
tie Nevada-Reno
10-1-0
74
4.Northern Iowa
10-1-0
66
5.Idaho
9-2-0
65
&Arkansas St.
8-3-0
61
7.Rhode Island
9-2-0
56
8.Grambling St., La.
9-2-0
47
9.Georgia Southern
9-2-0
45
10.Akron, Ohio
8-3-0
44
11.Eastern Washington
8-2-0
42
tie Appalachian St., N.C.
8-3-0
36
tie Delaware St.
9-2-0
36
14.Louisiana Tech
8-3-0
26
15.Jackson St. Miss.
8-2-0
25
16.Wm. and Mary, Va.
7-4-0
19
17.Murray St., Ky.
7-3-1
14
18.Richmond, Va.
-43-3-0
12
19.Eastern Kentucky
8-3-0
05
20.Alcorn St., Miss.
8-3-0
04
Division 1-AA Football Playoffs
First-Round Pairings
Grambling at Arkansas State
Akron at Rhode Island
Eastern Washington at Idaho
Appalachian State at Georgia Southern
Teams with first-round byes: No.1 Middle
Tennessee, No.2 (tie) Furman, (tie) No.2
Nevada-Reno, No.4 Northern Iowa.

Kentucky
Football
Prep.Playoffs

Renhark Prep Football
State
Menkend Game,
Jefferson County 4 A
Lou Tynity 24
Main :4
Class 4 A
Or
e Slum
Class 3-A
14,-Pr 22 Sewp,,rt
l'arlorah Tilghman hi (,-.,d, I..
Class 2 A
Newport. Catholi, 20
Prestonsburg 7
Mayfield 24 Fort Kno*It
Clan I -A
PaIntsvIlle i9 flee, Msoort It
CrIttondem
56 Carroll f'n 7
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Racers 78,
Statesmen 53

53.

MIJIIRAY ST.(Te)
Glass 588-14 18, Martin 143-4 5, Davis 2-4
0-0
4, Sanders 4-7 8-9 16, Macklin 5-10 3-4 19. Ford
2-4
2-26. Klmbrough 2-3 0-1 4, Mann 1-1 0-02, Jeffery
1-3 0-1 2. Flowers 41 0-1 8 Totals 27-54 24-33
78
Halftime — Murray St. 32, William Penn
26
Fouled out — None. Rebounds — William Penn
31 (O'Bryant 81, Murray St 37(Glass 9)
Assists
— William Penn 11 (Carter 41, Murray
St. 17
(Sander% 51 Total fouls — William Penn 23,
Murray St 14 A — 2,800

Muck Glass
shoots around
a Statesman defender

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For at least one full week, Murray State's
Steve Newton will possess an undefeated record,
1-0, as a Division 1-A head basketball coach.
Newton received a pre-Thanksgiving feast in
the form of a 78-53 home victory over William
Penn of Iowa, Saturday in Racer Arena.
The Racers proved that William Penn, an
NAIA team, was definitely playing out of its
league by shellacking the visitors in front of an
estimated 2,800 in the season opener for both
teams.
"I was very pleased with our team's
businesslike attitude." Newton crowed.
"William Penn had good quickness, but we had
about an eight minute stretch there, after
halftime, when our pressure got to them and our
defense created some situations for us."
Murray State was led by senior forward Chuck
Glass with 18 points and nine rebounds — game
high in both departments — and juco point guard
Glenn Sanders who had 16 points and erased his
five turnovers with five assists. Zedric Macklin
pitched in 13 points and Derrick Flowers added
eight to the MSU win.
William Penn tied the game at eight-all then
watched as the Racers went on a 21-7 tear for a
29-15 advantage with 4:20 left in the first half.
-The Statesmen did some tearing of their own in
the next three minutes and scored 11 unanswered
points before Glass got an assist from Sanders on
a breakaway and Macklin hit ,a free throw to
make the score at intermission, 32-26.
Newton and his staff made a few offensive ad-

Tennessee in Sugar Bowl driver's seat
By El)SHEARER
its fourth victory in a
AP Sports Writer
row Saturday by
Sixteenth-ranked Tencrushing Kentucky 42-0
nessee has been in the
as Daryl Dickey acdriver's sat . for the
counted for four
Southeastern Contouchdowns and Miami
ference football chamovercame four turpionship for half the
novers and a sluggish
season, and now the
performance to down
Vols are one victory
Colorado State 24-3.
away from attaining
If Tennessee should
that title for the first
stumble, No. 17 Louitime since 1969.
siana State, 4-1-1 in the
—Tennessee, 7-1-2
SEC. and Alabama,
overall and 4-1 in the
3-1-1, could move into
SEC. can secure the
the Sugar Bowl picture.
league's spot in the already holds the LSU visits Tulane SaturSugar Bowl game with a visitor's ticket in the day night and Alabama
victory over Vanderbilt Sugar, also will cavort takes on Auburn at BirSaturday, a game that before a national televi- mingham in an SEC
will be televised na- sion audience (CBS ) in finale that will be
tionally on cable (TBS) its regular season finale televised nationally
at 12:15 p.m. EST.
against Notre Dame (ABC( at 3:30 p.m.
Fourth-ranked Miami Saturday at 3:45 p.m.
Two other games inof Florida. which
Tennessee reeled off volving SEC teams are

SEC

on the agenda for Saturday — Florida State at
Florida and Georgia at
Georgia Tech, with the
latter being televised
nationally I TBS
on
cable at 8 p.m.
If Tennessee wins as
expected to land in the
Sugar Bowl, LSU and
Alabama will have
postseason dates
elsewhere — LSU
against Baylor in the
Liberty Bowl and
Alabama is expected to
get an Aloha Bowl invitation, possibly to face
West Virginia.
Auburn will meet the
Southwest Conference
champion, either Texas
or Texas A&M, in the
Cotton Bowl, Georgia
faces Arizona in the Sun

Bowl and Florida State
meets Oklahoma State
in the Gator BO' -l.
In Saturday', other
action, LSU upended
Notre Dame 10-7 and
Mississippi blasted
Mississippi State 45-27
in games involving the
SEC. Among independents, Southern
Mississippi whipped
Tulane 24-6 and Eastern
Kentucky pelted
Louisville 45-21.
Dickey passed for 182
yards and three
touclidoWns — two of
them to Tim McGee —
and also scored on a
1-yard keeper in Tennessee's victory over
Kentucky, which finished at 5-6 and 1-5.

Chicago maintains status quo by whipping Atlanta, 36-0
after Steve Fuller and
Willie Gault teamed on
a 50-yard pass to the
Atlanta 1-yard line.
And the Chicago
defense, not content to
rest on its 44-0 demolition of Dallas a week
ago, recorded its second
shutout in a row, a feat
the Bears last achieved
in 1942.
It all added up to a
36-0 crushing of the
visiting Atlanta Falcons
that put Chicago's
record at 12-0. Only the
Miami Dolphins of 1972,
who went 14-0 en route
to a Super Bowl victory.
and the 1934 Bears, who
started off 13-0, have
had better records this
far into an NFL season.
"Don't talk about the
1934 team," Coach Mike
Ditka sniffed. "They

Oklahoma, Iowa capture
conference championships
NEW YORK (AP) —
Fifth-ranked Oklahoma
and No. 3 Iowa clinched
conference titles Saturday, almost finalizing
the New Year's Day
bowl situation.
Oklahoma. 8-1, upset
No. 2 Nebraska to win
the Big Eight title and a
berth in the Orange
Bowl while Iowa, 10-1,
defeated Minnesota to
win the Big Ten and a
reservation in the Rose
'Bowl against eighthranked UCLA.
The Sooner's triumph.
set up a potential natioqal championship
-911WTOwn with re)V,
ranked Penn St. in the
Orange Bowl Nev.
,
'
Year's night. The Nit.
tany Lions concluded a
perfect 11-0 season
Saturday night by slamming Pitt
UCLA, meanwhile,

backed into thc
Pacific-10 title and the
subsequent Rose Bowl
berth. Despite being
upset by Southern Cal,
the 8-2-1 Bruins clinched
the crown when Arizona
upset Arizona St. Saturday night.
Other Jan
I bowl
games will feature
Miami, Fla. and the
Southeastern Conference champ in the
Sugar Bowl, Auburn and
the Southwest Conference champ in the
Cotton Bowl, and
Nebraska and Michigan
In the Fiesta Bowl.
_
Business Deductions
This year may be the
last year to ge t
"vestment tax credit

108S
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Boy now in

12fh SI

Murray 733 2617
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Newton, Racers enjoy opener
as MSU pounds William Penn

WILLIAM PENN ($3
tarter 5-10 4-4 14, O'Bryant 4-7. 1.2 9. Henderghat 34 0-06. Cox 3-0 0-0 6, Brown 14
0-0 2,
Wright 1-4 0-0 2, Christman 1-4 0-0 2. Meeks
2-3 0-0
4, Brooks 1-2 1-23, Bach 1-2 0-0 2. Canail0
1.1 0-0
2, Zoss 0-0 1-2 1, Rubin 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 23-57
7-10

The Associated Press
Walter Payton,
William Perry and the
Chicago Bears' defense
worked some more of
their routine magic —
and Jay Schroeder
displayed some more,
too.
Payton, gaining 102
yards — 40 of them on a
touchdown run — tied
the mark of seven consecutive National Football League games with
100 or more yards
rushing, a record set by
O.J. Simpson and matched by Earl Campbell.
Perry, the 308-pound
"Refrigegator" who
switches from defensive
tackle to running back
when the Bear offense
nudges up against the
goal line, rumbled for
his third TD of the year

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1985

lost the championship."
In Pittsburgh,
Schroeder, who rode to
Washington's rescue
last Monday night,
showed he was no oneweek wonder as he
quarterbacked the Redskins to a 30-23 victory
over the Steelers. It was
his first full game since
high school and he

threw for a touchdown
and completed eight of
10 second-half passes,
Elsewhere Sunday it
was the New York Jets
16, New England 13:
Tampa Bay 19. Detroit
16, and the Los Angeles
Raiders 31. Denver 28 in
a trio of overtime
games; Miami 23, Buffalo 14; Cleveland 24,

justments at halftime and also went to a full
court press after the break.
The Statesmen couldn't handle the heat and
Murray ran up a substantial 56-30 margin with
12:20 to play andsWilliam Penn never came
closer than 22 the rest of the game.
With the season's byword being defense, the
Racers allowed only one Statesman to score in
double figures. Guard Carlos Carter scored 14.
Center Pat O'Bryant scored nine and led his
squad with eight rebounds and two blocked
shots.
"You have to give the credit tonight to the
team," Newton said afterwards. "We're still
making some mistakes, but they are mistakes of
commission and can be corrected. We're still going by the method of try it, fix it, then do it
again."
Newton started the same lineup that he did a
week ago in the team's 68-38 exhibition victory
over Super Cracks of Werkendam, Holland, but
he said he wad not about to announce a permanent starting five just yet.
"I imagine we'll be the type of ballclub this
year that whoever's delivering, whoever's doing
the best job is going to be out there on a given
night. That kind-.o4 competition will be healthy
for this team throughout the year." Newton said.
The Racers out-rebounded William Penn
(37-31) and caused more turnovers, 26 to 31, for
their first victory of the year. After taking a
break for the Thanksgiving holiday, the Racers
will resume their home schedule by playing
Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne next Saturday at
7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.

oto Awe

Your discount parts supermart

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
National Football League Standings
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L I Pct. PF
N Y Jets
9 3 0
750 303
New England
'
4 0 .867 240
Miami
8
4 0
087 298
Indianapolis
9 0 .256
.214
Buffalo
2 10 0
167 162
Central
Cleveland
6 6 0
500 201
Pittsburgh
6 6 0
300 272
Houston.
5
7 0
417 206
Cincinnati
5- 7 0
417 299

PA
197
200
245
292
256
172
218
270
325

West
L.A Raiders
Denver
Seattle
San Diego
Kansas City

Dallas
N V Gi,o
Washington
Philadelphia
St LOUIS
x-Chw ago

8
4 0
687 274
8 4 0
667 264
6 5 0
645 261
5
7 0
417 319
4
.8 0
333 222
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
ti
4 0
667 254
5 4 0
667 282
7 5 0 .383 218
6 6 0 .500 200,
4
8 0
333 203
Central
12 0 0 1.000 359

261
252
725
332
278

214
196
225
210
290
127

Detroit
Green Bay
Minnesota
Tampa Bay

6
5
5
2

6
7
7
10

0
U
0
0

500
417
417
167

230 2454
246 281
244 278
247 350

L A Itains.
3 0
a
750
San Francisco
6 5
o
545
New Orleans
4
333
Atlanta
'2 10
167
x-clinched division title
Sunday's Games
Chicago 36 Atlanta 0
Cleveland 24. Cincinnati
Tampa Bay 19. Detroit 16, OT
Houston 37, San Diego 35
Washington 30. Pittsburgh 23
Miami 23. Buffalo 14
New York Jets 16, New England 13 OT
New Orleans 30, Minnesota 23
New York Giants 34. St Louis 3
Dallas 34, Philadelphia 17
Los Angeles Rams 34 Green Bay 17
Kansas City 20. Indianapolis 7 .
Los Angeles Raiders 31 Demer 28 • IT
Monday s Game
Seattle at San Francis,.
Thursday's Games
New York Jets at Deli-oil
St Louis at Dallas

258 19e
275 187
220 323
218 357

West

Major College Football Scores
Cincinnati 6; Houston
37, San Diego 35; New
Orleans 30, Minnesota
23; the New York Giants
34, St. Louis 3; Dallas
34, Philadelphia 17: the
Los Angeles Rams 34.
Green Bay 13, and Kansas City 20, Indianapolis
7.
Tonight. Seattle is at
San Francisco.

Map,College Football Scores
EAST
Baton College 3e Holy Cross 7
Penn St 31. Pittsburgh 0
Syracuse 31, Rutgers 14
SOUTH
Clemson 24. S. Carolina 17
Duke 23. N Carolina 21
E Kentucky 43. Louisville 21
Miami. Fla 24. Colorado St 3
Mississippi 45, Mississippi St 27
S Mississippi 24 Tulane 6
Tennessee 42, Kentucky 0
MIDWEST
Bowling Green 3.8. Ohio I: 17

Cent Michigan 30. N Illinois 21
Illinois 45. Northwestern Ai
Iowa 31 Minnesota 9
Iowa St 15 Oklahoma St 10
Kansas 34 Missouri 20
LSU 10. Notre Dame 7
Miami. Ohio 16 Cincinnati to
Michigan 27 Ohio St 17
Michigan St 41.'Wisconsin 7
Purdue 34. Indiana 21
Toledo 10. Kent St 7
W Michigan 38 E Michigan 21
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 15. Southern Meth 9
Houston 17 TP,OIS Tech 16

Oklahoma 2: Nebraska 7
Texas 17 Baylor 10
Texas A& M 53 Texas Christian 6
FAR WEST
Arizona 16 Arizona, SI
,
Brigham Young 3.8
Colorado 30 Kansas St
Fullerton St 31.• Long Bea,0 s1
27
Oregon 34 Oregon St
Pacific 1 36 Neber St .44
Southern Cal 17 1 CLA 13
Stanford 24 California 21:
1kashingtor,
•1 Nashineton

Sunday College Basketball Scores

Drug test results delay Breeder's Cup payoffs
NEW YORK ( AP) —
A possible positive finding in a post-race drug
test is holding up the
distribution of some of
the purse money in the
$10 million Breeders
Cup thoroughbred
races, it was reported
on Sunday.

The target of the investigation is a horse
which finished in the
money, but was not a
winner, in one of seven
races on the Nov. 2 card
at Aqueduct.
The New York Daily

News said that a
positive finding had
been reported by a
laboratory at Cornell

College Basketball
Sunday's Scores
EAST
Villanova llli
ermont Iii

SOUTH
Florida Tech 106 Barry 80
N Carolina 107. 1'CLA-70
Troy SI 49, Columbus 70

MIDWEST
BrnrailVn Coll 72. Toledo 71

University, which does
drug-testing for all New
York tracks.

South 12th Street

Valparaiso fili Illinois re, h 0.
Xavier Ohio 91 SE Louisiana 75
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas ick S Illinois 72
TOURNAMENTS
Big Apple NIT
Second Round
At Cincinnati
Louis, ilie 60 Tulsa 74
At Maw..

Kansas • • ,$,,-b,06t,,r ..4
At Hartford Conn
St John s
irgth
At Houston
Duke 6•1 51.• Birrilrui-,- "4
Lobo Noon Classic
Champortship
New Mexi• o 61 San
o
Third Place
Long Beach St 55 Bucknell 45

753-8971

Southside Centel

ro••,••••1

HARDWARE
IALITE

ou 'l iii-: MONTH

We make it work
If you're like most people, you probably don't spend much time thinking
about electricity,
But we do, because bringing you electricity is our business And
you can count on us to continue providing reliable electric service
to your home 24 hours a day - in all kinds of weather We
make it work
Electricity serves you best when you use it efficiently By avoiding
waste, you'll enjoy the benefits of using electricity and save money
too It works'

ELECTRICITY.

*tufo
&Scones
LAW

Get the most
for your money.

Home Improvement Encyclopedia revers 110 teivic4
minor to major lobS Fully Out
flitted 512 piaS
Moralise Ilinallod

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St.
753-2571

West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop.
-Corp.
753-5012

•

The People Who Bring You Electricity
•m"'.'

-.•

•
"1 4

:::•
14111
.•

e•li•

sal

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
DONATIONS MADE TO
CHRISTMAS PRO
GRAM - At left, JoYe
Mills, president of the
Murray Fraternal
Order of Police post,
presents a $190 donation
to Murray Fire Chief
James Hornbuckle with
the money to be used to
help fund the fire
department's annual
Christmas program.
Each year, the Murray
Fire Department coordinates a special program which provides
Calloway County
residents with
Christmas presents and
food, with the money
collected from local
sources. Below, Murray
Lions Club president
Bill Bailey presents
Hornbuckle with a $200
donation toward the
Christmas program.

2

Notice

2

2

Notice

We Rent
Heaters

753-8201

SALE
10 LB. BAG
CRUSHED ICE

Murray Rental
& Sales

5CP

200 E. Main

1215 Diugula
24 Hour

PHOTO
ENLARGING
5x7 Only $1"
8x10 Only 5395
Up To Poster Size
20x28
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

Service
Until Jon. 1

INTRODUCING PAMS
CAKE HUT specializing
in decorated cakes for
all occasions. We put
that little extra effort
into our cakes which
makes them something
to remember. So, the
next time you need a
cake that you would like
to be remembered for
just call us at 759-.4492
Open Mon.-Fri
8a.m.-3p.m. Located at
410 Main St. After 3p.m.
and weekends call 4374455. We promise you'll
be glad you called.

PROCESSING
With individual
And Personal
Attention

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

ONE HOUR PHOTO
maids

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 I. 3.4
Downtown Murray
753-3621

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms individually formulated.
753-0658 or 753-06 1 1
10a.m.-5p.m., closed
Sat.

Olds-Pont -Cad -Buick

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
509 N. 7th
753-9280

MONEY TO LEND
'25-300

•

901-644-9999
Need An
Extra Car For
A Few Days?

12 Months
Interest Free
Financing

-

6

No credit check. Call
„Paris, ask for Shirley.

Fruit and juice baskets,
balloon arrangements
and decorating, cakes,
Wilton supplies, rent-aclown, gorilla-grams.

'14 Per Day
14' Per Mile

Goodyear
Passenger Tires;
Magnavox T.V.'s,
Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR

Rent From Gene At

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
502-753-2617
CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may rint cover some of
the newer treatments
such
as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
'
753-4199

753-0595

ROOFING
4ot c:i:
lc
CatFhi:
S
Estimate.
435-4354
After 6 P.M.

-tree local claim w.rs ice"

T_ he fords of Norway

I CANT &AND
MISBEHAV I NG
UNLESS fl"
MY OWN!

•r

1:11;;ITTht
WV,
•

eMWeSolORme

Notice

MONPAY5 ARE
50...50.. 50...

Help Wanted
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise- Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
LADY to live-in with
invalid lady. Room.
board, salary. Call 75916431.
NEED a job' 2 openings
now. You may qualify
it lliyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma. 421 you
have been out a school
9 months or more, i3)
you are between ages 16
& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
NtEED extra Christmas
money? Oran Mills
Studios needs several
phone operators. No
experience needed.
Work hours 9-1 or 5-9.
Apply to Holiday Inn,
M-F, room 111, 9-12 or
5-7, Ms. Saypack. No
phone calls excepted.
EOE.
SECRETARY receptionist. Immediate
opening for receptionist
with good typing experience, word processing & bookeeping
experience desirable
but not necessary. Resumes to P.O. Box 453.
Murray. Ky.
TYPIST- $500 weekly at
home! Information William Norman, 116
Indian Oak. Dept. D,
Paducah, Ky. 42001.
UPHOLSTERER High
School graduate or
eqtlivalent with 3 years
experience in general
upholstery work including commercial,
residential & automotive upholstery. Must
have a working
knowledge of upholstery equipment including heavy duty upholstery sewing
machines & rejated
hand tools. Some
abilities In minor furniture structure repairs
also required. Must
have a valid drivers
license. Salary $5.61 per
hour. Apply at Personnel Services,
Murray State
University. EOEMF.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
VOL KNOW MY
NAME,5AR6E

ARE YOU
MARRIED"
)
1•r

-11-14-rl5
i
)
1
G002

1 Is borne
6 Snares
11 Disprove
12 Repulses
14 You and me
15 Pigeon
17 Allowance for
waste
18 Brim
20 More recent
23 Golf mound
24 Brother of
Jacob
26 Souvenir
28 George Bush,
e.g.
29 Chore
31 Revives
33 Units of
Italian
currency
35 Approach
36 Renovate
39 Apotheca y's

OS-

ill

•

24
29

AN ANCIENT
WARN ING .
42

20

ill

ilIVI8

III
hil

•
18

ill

17

II
III

23

ill
II

31

111UUUill

Uil

9

26

hillwiII
hill
dUUUU

46•
ill

3 Bomb that
fails to
explode:
slang
4 Short jacket
5 Cut
6 Shift abbr.

1 Withstand
2 Supposing
that

15

14

ABLE
T
LE
BO
AMOS
LAIR
ERE
PAIR
NOT
UP
TAPIR
ON
BELT
BREW SERE LIE
ATTAR
LIR.A
BE
GARRET
TASTES
TALL
SCORE
AN
MOOD
ACEI
AL AR
NEST
WOOL
ET
SUAU
TAR
I T
ORE
INGE
EVOE
GARMARS
MEND

DOWN

124 II

1111

Answer to Previous Puzzle

weights
42 Indian
mulberry
43 Period of
time
45 Redact
46 Precious
stone
48 Chemical
compound
50 Parisian
season
51 Bad
53 Spoken
55 Tellurium
symbol
56 Choose
59 Ate to lose
weight
61 Stair post
62 Killed

ACROSS

"

MI

id

Nil
il41

39
ill

iii
ill
'
iii
FA

WI
WIWI

lil

dUUUUUUUU

7 Note of scale
8 Likely
9 Saucy
10 Part of jacket
11 Regulations
13 Walks
16 Pitcher
19 Buckets
21 Verve
22 Irritated
25 Join
27 West Ireland
county
30 Figure of
speech
32 Turkish
decree
34 God of love
36 Rants
37 Football team
38 Outside
comb form
40 Fingerless
glove •
41 Spirited
horse
44 Flocks
47 Distance
measure
49 Wading bird
52 Actor Ayres
54 Meadow
57 Cerium
symbol
58 Thallium
symbol
60 Agave plant

Er. Help Wanted
RN. part time relief position available in Surgery
and Recovery at Marshal
County Hospital. 7-3 shift.
will train. Call rewired.
Contact Shirty Cophran at
527-1338.
9. Situation

Wanted

GENERAL house
cleaning. Dependable,
experienced. References. Call 759-4604.
MR. Employer-- I am a
dis,abled American
veteran- also having my
next "two- brothers
killed in Vietnam. In a
2i• year period I "have
not" received any job
referrals from 'The
Dept. of Human Resources Manpower
Service in Murray.
although I have asked
for their . help. To me
this Seems to be an
ineffective
method of
running a dept. that we
pay. taxes for! I have an
extensive background
in purchasing & manufacturing. I am bondable, dependable &
knowledgeable-- I will
consider anything related or un-reiated-Resume furnished upon
request- 345-2036.

Job Watch:
msu is participating
In a new program entitled the MSU Dislocated
Workers Project. This
project is jointly sponsored by MSU and the
Kentucky Cabinet, for
Human
Resources.
Designed to assist
citizens of west Kentucky who, through' no,
fault of their own are out
of work. This is a Title Ill
JTPA Federally funded
program.
The University has an
opportunity to work with
participants, screen participants, assess participants, and make
knowledgeable decisions about who, from
the program, would be
the better referrals for
jobs in the area.
Advantages of the
program
from
an
employers view: OnThe-Job Training.The
program will pay 50% of
employees wages while
in training, some participants qualify for Tax
Credit.
•••
Female has experience
in food services and
good clerical skills. Experienced in sales
management. Business
school graduate.
A-24
•••
Female needs job in
cleaning services or production work. Good attitued and good worker
A-25
•••
Female
desires
cafeteria work or factory
assembly. Has limited
experience but willing
to learn.
A-26
•••
Male desiring position
with clean up shop. Has
10 years experience.
Needs full-time position.
A-27
Phone 782-8471
between
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.
14

Want to Buy

UPRIGHT piano in
good condition, call
498-8992.
WANT to buy raw furs.
McClellan Furs,
Stanley Owen Mc.
Clellan, Pulaski. III.
618-342-6316.
15. Articles for Sale
WHIRLPOOL 17 Cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door. only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0595.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles. only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753.0595
16. Home Furnishings
5-PIECE dinette set
with extra leaf. $50. Call
753-2995.
LIKE new twin bed. $185.
Call 753.9844.
IthST love seat, $45.
Baby furniture and many
other baby items. $15 or
less. Call 753-9574 till
m.
WHIRLPO
OL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections. only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear. 753-0595.
20, Sports Equipment
FOR sale or trade
Savage 333 Over &
Under Shotgun. Single.
selective trigger,
automatic selective
ejectors, vent rib .12
gauge Imp & Mod. After
tp.m
'
24. Miscellaneous
COUNTRY hams. 1.3 00
per pound Call 435 4351

4.

CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous

24. Miscellaneous

25" COLOR Zenith console, good condition.
$100. Zenith console
stereo, AMFM stereo.
turntable, tape hookup,
solid wood, excellent
condition. $100. Call
759-9510.
ANTIQUE showcase.
$250. Boys 16" Rawleigh
bicycle, $45. Woodburning fireplace insert, $75.
Call 759-1509.

RAILROAD ties', 3
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call
753 2905 or 435 4343.
SEASONED firewood
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Min. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753 0338.
TANKS: two 500 gallon
steel tanks for sale
Ideal for hauling or
storage. $150 ea. 753
1655.
THROWING STARS
Faye's 753-7743.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
pow r, only 54.50 week.
Rud ph Goodyear, 753
059g.
Wl-fIRLPOOL, white
sta k washerdryer. Call
753-9674 or 753-8311.
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28. Mobile Homes for Rent

38. Pets•Supplies
46. Homes for Sale
53. Services Offered
49.Used Cars
53, Services Offered
53 Services Offered
2 OR 3 BR, furnished. APRICOT poodles- 1 BRING
ALL type masonry
BACK THE - 1 9 8 2 PLYMOUTH
AC/natural gas. Shady male pup 10 weeks; 1
work,
ROOFING, Plumbing.
block, brick
male 16 months old a SPARKLE! and you Champ, red on red, ps,
Oaks 753-5209.
Concrete work. Adwill have made a smart Pb. air conditioning. concrete, driveways.
NICE 2 BR trailer near proven stud. May be investment in this
sidewalks
ditions. Painting,
, patios, house
3 AM-FM stereo, almost
Murray. No pets. Call seen at Pine Bluff Shore apartment house. Have
General Carpentry.
new steel radials. No foundations. new
Rest. $75 or call
Aluminum end vinyl
489-2611
chimney
P.A. Molony Co
fun create value and rust and it is rust
s or chimney
436-2658.
siding. Custom trim
repair. 25 years ex753 - 8628 . Free
bOG obedience train- enjoy the bargain price. protected. Excellent
work.
References
.'
Estimates.
perience. .Free es30. Business Rentals
ing. Semi•private. 8 Call Carol, Century 21 engine. 4 speed with
Call Will Ed
timates. Call Charles
SirUM-13 REMOVAL
weeks-up. All breeds. Loretta Jobs Realtor. twin stick selector, over
753-0609
Barnett
753-1492.
753-5476.
SERVICE. Mechanically
40.- on Hwy. Well cared
Humane non
CREEK VIEW
APPLIANCE REPAIR: J.L. McKnight & Sons removed 10 inches below
compulsive training. riY owner. Brick home for. Call 489 2481
the surface, no damage to
Lynnwood Estates, 3 1985 IROC T28 Camaro, Factory authorized for Sawmill on Poor Farm
SELF
Call 436-2858.
BR, 1t bath, family 14,000 miles, T tops TPI Tappan. KeJvinator and Rd. Buyer of standing surrounding lawn Larry
rREE.
5
puppies
,
STORA
GE
Wood 753-0211 or 1-443room, utility room, engine, Silver metsallic. Brown. Service on gas timber. Call 753-7528.
CHIMNEYS, all fuel, 6"
mother is Irish Setter.
and etee-tric ranges, JOINER'S complete 8682.
large kitchen & living $15,000. Call 898 7046.
Hwy. 641 N.
triple wall installation
Need to find home or
microwaves. dis- tree service. 32 yrs. TREES trimmed_ or
room. Fenced in yard. 1985
24 Hr. private entrance
kit $34.99. Pipe 6"x36"
TRANS AM, 17,006 h
will go to Shelter.
washers. re• experience. Also, removed. Also, yard
deck. TVA insulation, miles,
$29.99. Wallin Hard
$13,000. Call 753 frigerato
753-6734
753-0651.
wood stove, central air,
rs. etc. Earl .stumps mechanically
work. Experienced.
ware, Paris, TN.
6260 or 401 S. 12th St.
HIDDEN Vally Kennels $47.500. Call 753-6098
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753- removed 10" below
Free estimates. Call
or
CONCRETE BLOCKS:
PAMPE
has
RED
boarding
for
since
dogs
and
5341.
32. Apts for Rent
753-9786.
436-2690.
surface. Call 753-0366
approximately 1000 four
birth- 1978 Toyota
cats also Pomerian. Stud FHA/VA terms.
LEE'S CARPET USED electric heaters
2 BR, Celica
1 & 2 BR apt. near Service. Call 489-2377.
inch blocks, $150 buys
APPLIANCE
Hatchba
ck,
1
central heat pump, neat
downtown Murray.
all. 753 1655
SERVICE. Kenmore. CLEANING. For all & electric motors plus
POINTER pups- Miscondition, low 30's. Ask Owner. All records.
new electric motors. We
Adults only. Call 753Westinghouse. your carpet & upholstMetallic
blue.
Phone
CUSTOM license plates
sissippi Rifle, Miller's for Bob 753-1492, Cenalso repair & rewind
ery cleaning. For a free
4109, 762-6650, or 436Whirlpoo
l.
753-1299
2;
years
& bicycle. Faye's 753
Chief and pork Roll
tury 21 Loretta Jobs
electric motors Call
2844.
experience. Paita and estimate Call 753-5827.
7743.
Breeding. All ages
Realtors
D111 Electric 759-1577
Satisfied references.
1
BR
furnished
apt.,
service.
air
Bobby
Hopper,
Mobile
27.
Homes
for
Sale
Phone 492-8607 days, GOVERNMENT homes
EXERCISER, indoor or
LICENSED Electrician
conditioned. Boys
Bob's
Applianc
e
Ser.
after 5p.m. 753-2789.
outdoor for jogging. 12x50 TRAILER, 1 BR preferred
from $1 (U repair). Also
1970 Chevy
. No pets. 121
vice. 202 S. 5th St. for residential and WET BASEMENT? We
Brass milk bucket. Early with 18x20 add-on BR, North,
delinquent tax pronext to fair STUD service for toy
'Business
753-4872. 436- commercial. Heating make wet basements
Chevelle
American Fostoria punch deck, tie downs, under- grounds.
poodles, red & silver. perty. Call 805-687-6000
and air condition, gas dry. Work completely
753-3139.
5848
(home).
51,000 a.m., original
bowl & cups. Mink dyed pinning. Call 753.4178.
Also, stud service for
Ext. GH- 8155 for
installation and repair
guaranteed
1
BR
furnished
CARrEN
Call or
.
TER,
2
BR
27
years
paint, never wrecked,
fur cape. Call 753-1602.
Phone 753-7203
14x70 TRAILER. 3 bay unfurnished. Lease & chihuahuas. Call 436- information.
write Morgan Con
experie
nce.
Custom
runs
perfect.
2901.
Best
offer
FIREWOOD, $25 a rick shop with storage deposit. Adults only.
IMMACU
LATE home
cabinets, custom furni- MOODY'S Mower Re- struction Co. Rt 2, Box
No
around $800.
delivered. Call 753-0211.
near University rebuilding on I acre. Call pets. Call 753-9208 after
ture, antique repair and pair. Pickup & delivery. 409A, Paducah, Ky
4 1 . Public Sales
753-0318.
cently
listed for sale. 3
753-0594
FIREWOOD, oak &
4p.m.
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
refinishing. Also pole Call 753-5668.
hickory, $25 a rick or 5 1982 FLEETWOOD 1 BR furnished apt. 1 MOVING sae- nlce Bedrooms, central gas
barns or sheds,additions NEED work on your WILL haul white rock,
heat,
new roof in 1984, 50. Used
ricks for $100 Call 14x70, 3 BR, 2 baths, block from campus. sofa, two chairs. Tap.
to houses and remodel. trees? Topping, prun- sand, lime, rip rap and
Trucks
central heatair, washer, Available Dec. 1. No pen built-in oven, 2 full basement. Lots of
753 8568.
tog. Licensed and bonded. ing, shaping, complete masonary sand, coal,
1962
CHEVY
nice
features. Offered in
SWB Call W.A in Farmington, removal and more. Call dirt,
FIREWOOD, $70 a rick dryer, on large lot in pets, water furnished, bucket seats for '66
gravel, fill sand
Almo with new septic $160 per month. Call Mustang. 2 old dinner the 30's through Kop- pickup. ZOO. Have other 345-2024 afternoons.
ROVER'S TREE Call Roger Hudson,
undelivered, $25 a rick
good
used
perud
pickups.
Call
Realty 753-1222.
tank and lines, good 753-5980.
bells, old victrola, old
SERVICE for Pro- 753 4545 or 753 6763.
delivered. Call 436 5862.
753-9872.
bENNIS McClure con- fessional tree care. WILL
NEW Fisher UHS VCR storage building, land- 2 OR 3 BR house, 1612 tools, misc. Call NEW home for 1st time
rake leaves 8. clean
home buyer. Fixed low 1964 GMC, V-6. 11
scaped. Will sell with or Callowa
753-6648.
.
2 ton, struction, roofing. 753-0338.
gutters. Call 759 1863.
all features. Save $100.
y, Murray. 2
crew cap, 61,000 miles. painting, plumbing, in- ODD job specialist.
interest.
without
2
lot.
or
Phone
3
BR,
7532
baths, gas heat. Call 43, Real
Call 753-3932.
Estate
bath, central heat & air, Call 759-198'77
6598 or 753-0895.
terior or exterior. ceiling fans, electrical,
492-8225.
O AK 8, Hickory
brick. Energy saver. 1968 INTERNATIONAL Phone 502-382-2689, Rt. plumbing, fencing. You
24x40 MOBILE home. CITY,
1 BR, furnished, COMMERCIAL build- Tripp Williams,
firewood, you haul $20
Broker pickup, short bed, 304 1, Sedalia.
1979 Atlantic. Three $150. Also,
name it, I do it. You
rick. Call 437 4829.
1 BR, un- ing located on Main 753-0563.
V8 overhauled • auto- "DONALD'S Backhoe buy. I install. You
bedroom. 87.000. Will
Street in downtown
OAK & hickory for sale'. need to be moved. furnished, county. 2 BR
matic, excellent tires Service" We operate break, I fix. Call 436mobile. $200. Coleman Muray. 2000 sq. ft. NEW listing by owner!!
*Boxing
$25 delivered, $30 de
2868.
753-5927.
4500 size Ford backhoe
downstairs and 2000 sq. For sale: brick veneer, and condition. 436-5806.
Real Estate 753-9898.
livered & stocked
*Framing
3
BR,
1%
bath
1970
DATSUN
with
For
$25
OFFIC
3 BR trailer, 21/2 acres EXTRA nice,
pickup.
ft.
CLEANI
an
upstairs.
hour we will
NG.
Upstairs
large 2
Phone 436 7904 or 436
*Barn Posts
basement. Close to rebuilt motor, lots of dig footers, ditches, Reasonable rates. Call
of land, $10,000. Call BR apt.
Includes 3 bedroom
Residential
2548.
Carter
Elementa
new
ry
parts.
stumps,
in
1977
753-4502.
after 6p.m. 759-1517,
Honda
furnishe
walks,
*Fence
apartme
d
nt.
spread
area,
near
shoppin
g
OAK & hickory split
Offered at reduced city with' assumable .wagon, autatic. re- gravel, loading haul, PAINTING = Paper
Posts
center
couple
,
or
firewood, $25 delivered. 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
9%7c fixed rate loan. A 'built engine. Call 474- etc. Call now to book hanging, commerical
or
graduate student price of $45,000. Contct good first
*Treated Lumber
Call 492 8936,
home
with
2325.
your
all
job,
Kopperu
d
527-1023
Realty 753or residential. Free es10x40 FURNISHED, preferred. Private. Call
*Metal Roofing
appliances included. 1975 TOYOTA pickup 753-5192.
OAK & hickory split natural gas, near Un- between
timates, References, 25
8a.m.-5p.m. 1222.
Call
759-1020
*Farm Hardware
after
6p.m.
firewood, $25 a rick
truck,
red,
ELECTR
rebuilt
ICAL work. years experience.
eniversity. Call 753-3895 753-3415, after 5p.m. COUNTRY PLACE:
delivered. Call 753 6709.
The ultimate building NICE, well insulated, 3 gine & transmission, Best prices. Call 753- Tremon Farris 759-1987
after 5p.m.
753-8756 or 753-7123.
BR, 2 bath brick. 15.000 miles. new inter- 4502.
PURNISHED 1 BR apt. site, ranch type setting Family room
with beam ior. 1977 Dodge 4-wheel FENCE sales at Sears
of 27 acres on Hwy 94
See at 100 S. 13th St.
near Kenlake State ceiling & heatalator in drive pickup, blue, 49, now. Call Sears 753-2310
ONE bedroom apart000 miles. 3 year old for free estimate for
Park. Utilities on site fireplace. 753-4486.
ment, near downtown
include, new well, new 'RENTAL investment or Arabian mare. 436-2582.
'
your needs.
shopping area. Call 753septic system, electric- first home. 2 BR. 727 S. 1977 DODGE 4x4, $1200. GENERAL HOME
9251 or 753-0662.
4th.
$14,900. Call 753- C.all After CP.m. REPAIR. 15 years exity and security lights.
SMALL furnished ef- Also includes a
Install new septic
753-7161.
40'x24' 3460.
Industrial Drive
perience. Carpentry,
ficiency apt. No pets. utility building with THREE bedroom,
1 acre 1978 CJ-7 JEEP Re- concrete, plumbing.
Murray, KY
systems
,
repair
on
Water & cablevision wiring and plumbing. lot, newly
decorated, of- negade, ready for snow roofing, siding. NO JOB
Phone 759-1099
furnished. Available $29.500. 753-1655.
old systems. 30
fice, garage, carport, or mud. Owner moving TO SMALL. Free esnow by Hortons Lock HUNTE
timates. Days 753-6973,
RS paradise. satellite. Must see. Lynn must sell. Call 753-6781.
yrs. experience.
Shop. $85 per month. Approx.
47 acres, lots of Grove, 6,miles West of 1980 FORD Van, second nights 474-2276.
•
753-5980.
Murray on Hwy 94. $42, owner, very clean.• Call GUTTERING by Sears.
virgin pine, near
License
d by State 56 Free Column
SUPER efficient 1 & 2 Dukedom, TN.. Weakly 000. Call 435-4583 after 8
FREE puppies. Golder753-4502.
Sears continuous gutHealth
BR apartments, 3 miles County. Priced at $14.
Dept. Retriever az Border
1981 FORD pickup, 6 ters installed for your
East of town. Call 000. Call 502-362-4212
Collie,..mix
Call
A/FHA terms. 4 BR, cylinder, autornatic. .specifications. Call
or (rm.
753-9224.
753-8848.
489.2881.
after 5p.m. 502-527-9710.
formal dining, den, LWB, ps, pb. air, AM- Sears 753-2310 for free
TAKING applications KOPPERUD Realty double garage, many
FM, chrome bumpers estimate.
for Section 8. Rent offers an excelle
nt extras. Upper 60's. Ask runs good, looks good, INSULATION blown in
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 selection of quality fcrr Bob 753-1492, Cenby Sears. TVA ap$3250. Call 753-5344.
BR. Apply Hilldale homes- all price ranges. tury 21 Loretta Jobs
'84 SILVERADO. one proved. Save on those
Apts., Hardin,, Ky. For all your Real Estate Realtors.
owner with 14xxx miles. high heating and _coolEqual Housing needs phone 753-1222
or
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Loaded, in excellent ing bills. Call Sears
47.
Opportunity.
Motorcycles
visit our office at 711
condition. Call after 753-2310 for free
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Main.
estimate.
1985
BLUE
225 DX 5p.m. 489-2228.
33. Rooms for Rent
•
NEW listing at 1105 Elm. 3-wheeler, like new
NEWLY remodeled, $80 Two or three bedroom
Call 753-9298.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS IL
month + dep. Kitchen & with large kitchen dining 1985 HONDA 250 SX,
•
RAISED PANEL DOORS
bath. 102 S. 16th. New room combination. Nice like new, $1400. Call
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
DAILY
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Chiany
GOLD
&
SILVER
PRICES
management.
home recently re- 753-7485.
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
811 Paris Rood
Gold
P.O. Boa 1006
Silver
decorated. new roof in '83 YAMAHA IT 175 &
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
34. Houses for Rent
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE S FURNITURE REFINISHIN •
Closed
Mayfield, KY 42066
Closed
1985. priced to sell #30,500. '81 Yamaha YZ 100. Call
G
COMPETITIVE PRICES Deep Sy • So* Ow DIsp4ay •
Yesterday 327.10
4 BR "A
Yesterday
Phone (502) 247-1385
6.19
frame, ap- Contact Don Blalock, 753-3108.
•
Roberts
Realty
753-1651 HONDA SL 125 motorpliances furnished.
• 1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-59 •
Opened
Opened
40
Also. 3 level, furnished or nights 753-9218.
cycle for parts. $50 or
5
Today
331.00
Today
6.29
0•
••••••••••••••••••1
"A" frame, Pine Bluff. STEEL Building best offer. Call 753-7526.
Coleman Real Estate National is now selling YAMAHA 100, $125.
Calf
Con-1011mi 'Ifs of
off Deal Clear Spann
753-9898.
435-4351.
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR 8. SHOE REPAIR
4 BR house, large buildings for material
family room, fireplace, cost. We have 30-40, 50.
7 1 3 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
central gas heat. 8 miles 60 & 80 ft. wide 49. Used Cars
753 7113
south of Murray. $350 buildings. Some odd
We buy Gold Solver EL Diamonds
per month, deposit $300. sizes in stock. We must
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 27, 1985
Hours* 10 6 Daily. Closed Sunday
Two
sell all buildings imCall 753-3271. 10:00 A.M.
1970 Cutlass
FULLY furnished, mediately. Call 24 hrs.
quality built. 2 BR, 2 1-800-292-0700 Ext. 800.
1-2 Door 1-4 Door
bath, year round lake 45. Farms for
Both cars would
Sale
front' home. 2 car gar,
make one nice car. Ex641 North
age, boat dock, in MINI farm with maxi
cellent project for a
- Anything That Needs Storing
Call
115 S. 13th
Panorama Shores. $385 features. Neat 3 BR
vocational student
753-1492
month. Available with 6 home, located on 25
Dr.
Hopki
Tom
Murray, Ky.
ns
$675 FIRM
month lease. Contact acres' with 30'x40' metal
Maisagod Sy Century 21
(502)
753-6
storage building that
202
42071
Bill Kopperud 753-1222.
1976 Cutlass
Loretta Ms,Natters
has water and electricSalon
36. For Rent or Lease
ity. Just reduced to
6
2 door, tilt, t-tops,
$67,500. Contact Kop25x60 BUILDING in
velour interior, auto in
perud Realty 753-1222.
Murray. Call 489-276I
floor, new Goodyear
after 6p.m.
46. Homes for Sale
Eagle tt's, low maeage.
garage kept, 22 mpg,
3 BR house. 510 S. 7th
37. Livestock -Supplies
maroon with half white
St.. garage, fenced
REGISTERED Hampbackyard, outside
vinyl top. Must see to
shire boars, excellent
storage. Shown by apappreciate.
LOCAT1()N: 7.8 miles east of Murray, Ky.. on quality & bloodlines. pointment. 753-8357.
1970 Monte Carlo
For more info. contact
Highway 814. From Nlurray take Highway 94 Mike
2
door,
Youngblood 901- BEAUTIFUL country 3
new
BR, 2 bath, brick home
east approximately 2.8 miles to Highway 280 364-2603.
Goodyear Eagle St's,
with great room,
i
good work car, good
turn right and go 4 miles to Highway 614. turn 38.
IF NIIIE
fireplace, foyer, cen.
Pets-Supplies
mileage
gas
$575.
heat & sit, TVA inleft and go approximately one mile to sale site.
FOR the person who has sulated, 2 acres. E. of
Call 753-0653
This gently rolling farm is completely fenced and has everything- something town only 861,500. Also.
after 6:00 p.m.
:18!"i feeffrontage on Highway 614. It is improved with to protect it. AKC clean, 2 BR, 114, bath
German Shepherds, house with detached
SERIOUS
d four bedroom brick home that has a living room with
911
puppy to adult, started
garage workshop, on
INQUIRI
fireplat e. den with sliding glass doors. kit( hen. dining to
ES
fully attack trained. 11% acres, only 2 mi. S
room. wail 1 , baths There is efectrii wall heat,(Arpet German import & Am
ONLY PLEASE
837,500. Jean Bird. Cenand yin I lint )1'%, 11:011.1141 Mid papered Walk, storm cerican Champion lines. tury 21 Loretta Jobs
Murray-Calloway
436-2858.
Realtors 753-1492.
wiJtiluss 5.411(1 doors and water is SUptillf.libV,1 well.
1066 CHEVROLET Imwell
body
with
palls, classic
Other improvements copsist of a 370 barn with
with
County Hospital
pumps, plumbing or
out motor. Excellent
feed and tack on on. seven stalls with four opening into
shape. Best offer or
electric,
then I have
C HIM CHM
a large «irral. 40"x.t!i' equipment and storage area
trade. Call 345-2024.
' coomeiv sivEfeS
the answer. Call
with lit' double doors. an office with plumbing for a
1971 VW Beetle with
Aluminum and Vinyl rin
John Glover, Ikonsbath. anti is wired for electril ity
c#:,-,:,:.7.,::-.7..
extra motor. 1975 Grand
Siding, Custom trim 2.2 ::rr•
ed with 26 years Calloway
This property is approximately four miles from
Torino. Call 753.9872.
• MO".• et / YS
• •
Panorama Shores. .11111 1011% ii110 Mill. from Blood River
1974 COMET, $350 1975
experience.
work. .littarenc
.es. ... .:,,••••••••,
Cadillac, $1300 Call
RSV Oil I\0111114 kV 1.rikr Wil0rt• dr0d anglers enjoy some
SATURDAY. NOV. 30, 1985
Answering service
CO Will Ed Bailey, ''l
753 2594 atter 6p.m
of the finest bass.(;apple.(atkish and bluegill fishing
provided.
10 A.M.
75
3445
.
3
-.
1
1975 BUICK LaSabre,
around. It is only minutes. from downtown Murray.
good
tires,
seats,
$300.
HOUS
E
AND
LOT
[time of ‘Iiirray Stale I'niversity. grot eries. churches
Call 489 2589
and showing enters.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING &
1976 BUICK Electra
Whether Vim are a horse lover. mini farmer, water
Limited, good condi
LOT
tion, extra nice Cali
sports enthusiast or wanting a
ill them:n(101r%. with
753 2898
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS &
( ity (.ollv'Oht'T
ml.. ,r ,,p,
• ,t1.11r)h
RANDY
1978 FIREBIRD, excel
your attention
.
SIIPPLIES
THORNTON
lent physical and
Send
you r c ee,•
_. ,,; C
afp
mechanical condition,
IIIIs
11'111 Kt S1111\(, III
HEATING
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
AND AIR
ei
57,650 1803 College
package
the
easy
s
74
1111 1111,111SI 1111)19K KIt.‘KIN.f.SS 19 PIM
.
Louation: 8 miles south of Benton. Ks.. II miles Farm Rd Will trade
CONDMONING INC. way.
north of Murray. Ky.. 20 miles east of Men field. and guarantee car.
l (fa Puny,
TERMS: 20 pert en!(loin n 11.1% 01 sale ssith balance on
Ky.. on Highway 1824 in Hardin. K.•
convient
Use
our
1979 OLDS Delta 811
delivery of deed Vi ithin 30 days
ir ti
diesel, 50.000 Miles.
service. We accept
OWNER: Mr: and Mrs. Derwin Moyer
For a detailed illustrated brochure.
10,000 miles oil factory
UPS packages for
contact selling agent.
replacement engine.
C011trel
_
•Carpets
Reasonable price. 753
shipment.
•Upholstery
7480 after ip m
COURT
1979 OLDS ToronadO,
'Free Estimates
_
blue
SQUA
on
blue
RE
loaded.
REAM ESTATE & AU ON •
Satisfac
tion
Call
489 2647 after Sp.m.
811 Paris Rood
ANTIQUES
P.O. lox 1006
Guaranteed
eft. Maw OM wen sod foe
1982 MONTE Carlo,
811 Paris Rood
P.O. llos 1006
Downtown
Moyfi•ld, KY 42066
vise
Mt
Moireny
and
Coliamory
AMFM
stereo
radio,
Mayfield, KY 42066
Ca•iiiir. SIN Chossuut
Phon• (502) 247-1385
COUli Square
PSPB air conditioning,.
Phone (502) 247-1385
C W Sh4titon, Auction'',
753-7499
good condition. Asking
C W Sholton, AVC11000•I
$4500 Call 75.3 4545.

Aluminum
Service Co.

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

Aludirmt

TUESDAY,NOV.26, 1985-10 A.M.
RESTAURANT SUPPLIES
AND EQUIPMENT

LOCATION: 2816 East End
Drive (Highway 70/79), Humboldt, Tennessee..(At the
former Kentucky Fried
Chicken).

°num-s

Siteilan.

hdaluie, udirw

Hopkins insurance Agency

BRICK HOME & 20 ACRES

Murray Store & Lock

For Bigger Returns
Start Your
IRA Today

Dial-A-Service

•00
.

O
••

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

OA

Taxi Cab Service

••

6 a.m.-10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

Aluminum
Service

TROUBLES

If its

kialaie,
4add:04f

753-5131

Police
911

,

Co.

County
Rescue Squad

753-6614

753.0589.
7536952
•

1

Poison

eitt

0. . . . . . „,..
..

Call...

7534161

i0111101•~01ManiaiwaPinisa......ios

4011.41.000.011.011801661
.
•
6 114••

•••••
•510•18011•04111.
"
'
10 411110*~Ir.r
~
"10,011.040•0

153.51127

153,1588
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seminar sponsored by the IRTS,
an organization made up of network and agency professionals,
1979 through 1984.

McGaughey to attend IRTS seminar
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey.
chairman of the Department of
Journalism and Radio-Television at Murray State
University. has been invited for

the seventh time to participate
in the Faculty/.Industry
Seminar of the International
Radio and Telesvision Society
IRTS in Port Chester, N.Y.,

At least one member of the
Murray State faculty has been
invited to the seminar each year
since it began in 1974. A College
Conference is conducted by the
IRTS each year in conjunction
with the seminar.

Feb. 5-9, 1986.
He is among 75 faculty
members from across the county to receive invitations.
McGaughey also attended the

'Color Me Beautiful' state-wide poster contest deadline
drawing to a close in Calloway County, says Williams
The "Color Me
Beautiful...Like You" poster
contest is nearing the final judging date, according to Peggy
Williams district coordinator.
The Murrapealloway-Coulltyarea was chosen as one out of 10
districts to participate in this

state-wide contest that is sponsored by the Kentucky Division
of Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities
Planning Council as well as the
y Assee4ntlen fee
K-eritu
Retarded Citizens.
The 23 posters are displayed

McDonald will run for office
If

LOUISVILLE, Ky.. (AP) —
State schools Superintendent
Alice McDonald said she intends
to run for lieutenant governor in
two years and campaign based
on her'efforts to improve public
schools.
"lf good education turns out to
'
be good politics, then I'm in good
shape. If not, then I'm not,"
McDonald said in an interview.
Her decision to run for the
'Democratic nomination is not
final, she said, but thinks she
would have a chance to win.
"I intend to run. I'rri looking at
it. It's an option. It's something I
would. enjoy doing," she said

4

Your Individual
Horoscope

Friday.
Two other statewide elected
officials, Agriculture Commissioner David Boswell and Attorney .General David Armstrong, may seek the
Democratic nomination for- the
state's second highest office.
Also, central Kentucky horse
breeder Brereton Jones and
Pike County Judge-Executive
Paul Patton have expressed interest in the job.
McDonald, who was the first
woman elected school
superintendent, said she would
like to run for a second term in
the office but is precluded from
that by the state constitution
provision that prohibits successive terms.

The theme for the 1986
seminar will be -Merger Mania
Can
. ..The Media Explosion
It Be Business as Usual?" It will
explore the current restructuring of broadcasting, while providing a commprehensive update on traditional concerns.
Leading professionals from

at Druihers. McDonald's Sammo.n's 13 akery, Jerry's
Restaurant, Kroger, K-Mart,
Wal-Mart, The Book Mark and
the Robert 0. Miller Courthouse
Annex.
The judging will be on
November 27 by Joy Waldrop,
Sandy Sasso, Clarice Norsworthy, Clara Otr, Ann Wood,
Louise Donelson and Peggy
Williams.
The posters will be judged on
the ability to illustrate that we
are all alike and that people with
disabilities have abilities,
possibilities, needs, desires and
goals just like the rest of us.
The 25 word essay on what inspiri the artist to enter the contest will also be considered as
well.
Inscribed trophies will be
presented to first, second and
third place district winners. The
grand prize district winner will
receive $25.
The state grand. prize winner
will receive $100 with the second
place winner receiving $50 and
both winners receiving a trip to
Frankfcirt to tour the Capitol and
have lunch with two teenagers
with disabilities.

nalism Student as an
the ABC, NBC and CBS netundergraduate in 1965. He earnworks, as well as represened the Ph.D. degree at Ohio
tatives of major advertising
University.
agencies and allied industries,
He was presented the Max
will be on the seminar program.
Carmam Outstanding Teacher
McGaughey, who joined the
Award at Murray State in 1984.
faculty at Murray State in 1969,
McGaughey lie major and the
has been the departmental
public affairs officer of the 100th
chairman since 1974. He is a coDivison, U.S. Army Reserve,
adviser to The Murray State
News, the campus newspaper. %and has served since 1977 as
editor of News of the Century,
Both publications have conthe newspaper of the 100th
sistently won honors in ColumDivision.
bia Scholastic Press Association
He Is a member.of a number Of
competition.
professional organizations and
Formerly of Hopkinsville,
has written articles that have
McGaughey earned both the
been published in several jourB.A. and M.A. degrees at Murnals and magazines.
ray gate where he was selected
McGaughey holds the faculty
to receive the E.G. Schmidt
rank of professor.
Award for the Outstanding Jour-

Read the classifieds

Keep That Great
GM Feeling With
Genuine GM Parts

"I back
thefamilyinsurance
Isell with
good neighbor service."
And our new computer system makes
that good service even better. Call me

1982 PonticmGran Prix

Jane Rogers

Gray

201 S. 6th
753-9627

$5,300
t),),

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington, Illinois

Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1985
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
•
fillt
Don't even try to get feedback for
your ideas today. Others are not
responsive. It's give and take with a
money situation.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
It's hard *to drum up any support
for financial moves now. In romance,
you need to take special care not to
hurt a loved one's feelings.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It will take more than a smile or a
witticism to put a loved one in a good
mood. Be ready to take on extra
responsibilities today.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Put aside any thoughts about
getting away from it all today. Others
will call on you for help. Being touchy
doesn't help you out romantically.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug 22)
Problems with children may interfere with social plans. Tact and
diplomacy are needed both at %one
and with higher-ups.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Hands are tied for now regarding
career endeavors. Save important
ideas for another time when others
will he more receptive to what you
have to offer.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to 0(1.22)
Zet
Either you or a close tie tends to
extravagance today. The slightest
rebuff now could make you withdraw
into yourself. Don't be overly sensitive.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You'll meet a loved one halfway,
but you have your limits about what
the two of you can afford to spend.
You'd be wise to stick to your guns.
SAGITTARIUS
4
(Nov.22 to'Dec.21)
Don't let the moodiness of a
co-worker bring 'you down. You'll
have to pay greater attention to a
loved one's needs today.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 toJan. 19)
Acquaintances seem too frivolous
for your taste, yet you're inclined to
be too serious now. Become more
confident about an assignment.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A patronizing attitude works
against you in business. Don't overreact to a friend's apparent cold
shoulder.
Others
are
selfpreoccupied.
PISCES •
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A cqnversation marked by sweet
nothings is just that. Career concerns
preoccupy you, yet you mustn't
Istrcome oblivious to family's needs.
YOU BORN TODAY can become a
true individualist if you'll overcome a
tendency to. conform. You have a
good head for business, but can
Warne boid'W
wvik doei not reflect your ideals. Often, you choone
an artistic profession. You needn't
worry about making art pay, as you
have u good sense of the publIc11
taste. You may have a special talent
for writing, banking and sculpture.
Birthday of: Eric Sevareid, TV personality; Robert Goulet, singer; and
Charles Schulz, cartoonist

MEI TITERS
It's a whole new world.

4
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16 mg "tar",1.2 mg. nicotine av per cigarette by FTC method

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Quitting Smoking
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health.
•

ti

Today's
Camel Filters,
surprisingly
smooth.

